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Abstract
The Regional Energy Strategy (RES) is one of The Netherlands’ tools towards the Paris Agreement,
aiming to generate 35 TWh of renewable electricity on land by 2030. Every RES region creates its plan,
using four considerations, one of which is social acceptance. Participation within this process is thus
essential but has been controversial at the same time. Governmental stakeholders have set preconditions
to the deliberation, which societal stakeholders have protested against. While many studies have aimed
to investigate discourses around the renewable electricity challenge, participatory processes in
themselves are also discursive: stakeholders have existing ideas of how participation should be
conducted and participation itself is designed from existing ideas of the facilitating stakeholders.
These discursive ideas of participation, called participatory storylines, enable an analysis of cooccurrence. Co-occurrence entails the extent to which participatory storylines clash or coincide. This
ranges from participatory storylines that clash and have destructive effects on participatory procedures
to participatory storylines that coincide and strengthen the mutual storylines in participation. This
research aims to understand the co-occurrence between discourse coalitions around participatory
storylines in the RES West-Overijssel and specifically municipalities Deventer, Hardenberg and OlstWijhe.
Five discourse coalitions with distinct participatory storylines are identified. This research shows that
discourse coalitions existing of wind turbine opposing and protesting stakeholders often clash with
facilitating governmental stakeholders, not only regarding their discourse around problem and solution
but also regarding the process. Strategic behavior may be used here to further challenge the opposing
participatory storyline. The disagreement on multiple facets aggravates the clash between the storylines.
However, there is also potential for common ground. Protesting organizations would have wanted to be
involved in earlier steps of the process and condition-setting. Some state they would be flexible in their
ideas around the solution, had they been involved in these earlier steps.
Meanwhile, participatory storylines are not set in stone. Facilitating stakeholders have added project
advisory groups on the recommendation of other stakeholders and have given more space for local
initiatives when suggested. The discourse coalitions additionally presented diverse recommendations
towards future improvement of co-occurrence between discourse coalitions. These recommendations
are again discursive and reflect a ‘wish’-element of participatory storylines.
The participatory storylines show a broader spectrum of the struggle than only the problem and solution
of the energy transition itself. It is quintessential for future participatory procedures to take these other
areas of struggle into account, to prevent clashes and the potential harm done to the participatory
procedures and their outcomes. Overall, this thesis shows the co-occurrence that occurs in the
participation of RES West-Overijssel. While some stakeholders maintained advocating in favor of
alternative solutions, many focused on streamlining and communicating expectations beforehand, so
knowing the rules of the game before participating. This thesis follows the latter recommendation: to
map out the participatory storylines because these show challenges and opportunities towards reaching
the energy goals in The Netherlands and the climate goals of the Paris Agreement.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Problem description
It has been six years since 197 countries around the world agreed on the Paris Agreement during the
2015 United Nations Conference of Parties (O’Neill, 2017). In the Paris Agreement, national
contributions containing measures together make up a bottom-up approach towards the aim of the
summit: a global framework to combat climate change (United Nations, 2016). Through the
Klimaatakkoord, the Dutch government set out its contribution. The official agreement contains
measures within five sectors: built environment; mobility; industry; agriculture and land use; and
electricity. Because of the crosscutting nature of emissions, the measures of the five presented sectors
are expected to interact in practice. One of the platforms that are used for the implementation of
measures from the sectors built environment and electricity is the Regionale Energiestrategie (RES).
This strategy divides the country into thirty different regions and aims to locally research and decide
where and how to generate sustainable electricity and which heat sources to use to phase out natural gas
(Rijksoverheid, 2019). An additional important aim is to establish decisions that are socially acceptable,
financially feasible and infrastructurally achievable for the given region. To create a RES, governmental
organizations collaborate with network operators, industries and societal stakeholders (Rijksoverheid,
2019). The function of the RES is threefold: the strategy as a product in itself for reaching the energy
goals, participation as an instrument toward societal involvement and collaboration as a long-term
commitment among regional parties (Regionale Energiestrategie, n.d.). A requirement for each RES is
participation (Regionale Energiestrategie, n.d.). Participation entails the inclusion of non-governmental
actors such as industries and network operators, but also citizen participation. The goals of participation
within the RES are acceptance, quality of decision-making, legitimacy and ownership (Nationaal
Programma RES, 2019).
Nationwide, concerns were voiced regarding the participation of stakeholders in the RESs: citizens felt
that participatory processes were insincere and they are excluded instead of included (Rengers &
Houtekamer, 2020). This is reinforced by the advice of Raad voor de Leefomgeving en Infrastructuur
to create mores societal involvement in order to create acceptance (Raad voor de leefomgeving en
infrastructuur, 2019). This shows a challenge. As said by a RES project manager: ‘the RES should not
only be there for citizens but also by citizens’ [accents added] (Smouter, 2020).
Currently, the draft RESs have been created, approved by the involved municipal governments and sent
to the national government before October 1st, 2020 (Nationaal Programma RES, 2019). In the phase
toward the draft RES, search areas were to be scouted and transitional plans to be drafted. After October
1st, the RES 1.0 should have been designed which entails the concrete design and implementation plans.
For the RES West-Overijssel – the region that includes the cases of this proposed research – those phases
were called phase 2 (towards the draft RES) and phase 3 (from the draft to RES 1.0). As participation is
required for both phases, but the content is different, RES West-Overijssel identified the strategies for
participation: process participation for the phase of policy design and considerations; project
participation for specific energy projects (RES West-Overijssel, n.d.).
As phase 3 has just started, this research will make use of both phases 2 and 3 and try to look both
backward and forwards in one extensive case study to examine the interaction between storylines and
the process that has happened and interaction as it plays out.
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Participatory processes
To facilitate participation, participatory processes need to be installed. Using public participation has
increased in popularity over the last decade. Environmental policies and energy projects ask for public
involvement due to the effects that policies and projects have on the public. Furthermore, environmental
problems are complex and norms and values regarding such problems can differ greatly (Rowe, 2004).
However, finding innovative processes that lead to actual involvement has been challenging and public
participation within traditional existing modes seems not to always lead to improvement of legitimacy
(Jasanoff, 2005; Hendriks, 2008).
Different perceptions of what the problem is and what the participatory procedures should look like,
lead to varying expectations and thus occasionally to misunderstandings (Ruef, Stauffacher & Ejderyan,
2020; Hendriks, 2005). The quality of the participatory process is thus not only defined by the chosen
process, but also by understanding and taking into account the existing frames (Benighaus & Bleicher,
2019). These frames are also known as participatory storylines.

Participatory storylines
Participatory storylines are the discursive interpretations that involved actors hold regarding the policy
issue, the preferred mode of participation and who constitutes the public. Multiple of these storylines
may exist within a group of involved stakeholders. When discourse coalitions come together in a
participatory procedure, their different participatory storylines may or may not coincide with other
participatory storylines (Hendriks, 2005). If participatory storylines of stakeholders clash with those of
others, specifically the storyline of facilitators of participation, this influences endorsement and
engagement (Hendriks, 2005).
Meanwhile, participatory storylines are not set in stone: through involving stakeholders, policymakers
and governing actors can communicate thoroughly and thereby change perceptions of the problem and
the preferred mode of participation (Dryzek & Pickering, 2017).

1.2 Research aim
This research aims to increase knowledge on the existing participatory storylines of stakeholders in the
RES process in West-Overijssel, more specifically Deventer, Hardenberg and Olst-Wijhe, and whether
these storylines coincide or clash. This is relevant as it connects to the existing body of knowledge
regarding the quality of interaction within participation. The proposed research contributes to an
understanding of the productive and destructive effects of discursive ideas that stakeholders hold
regarding participation in its content and design. To do so, this research will identify participatory
storylines and chart networks of stakeholders that hold different participatory storylines. This research
will look at the past, retrospectively to participation in the process phase; look at the present, to the
process and project phase; and look at the future, prospectively by creating recommendations. The
created information can thereby contribute to an increasing body of knowledge regarding the RES’s
participation specifically and participation more in general.
Within the RES, each region may design its participation. On a local level, the different municipalities
use different participatory designs to ensure participation. Knowledge can mainly be created regarding
involved municipalities and the regional situation. Thereby it contributes to a body of knowledge that
can potentially increase the ability of policymakers to create participatory processes that enable the most
productive possible interaction between participatory storylines.
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1.3 Research questions
To achieve the given research aim, the following research question is proposed:
How do participatory storylines in the RES processes in municipalities Deventer, Hardenberg
and Olst-Wijhe in region West-Overijssel coincide?
First, relevant theories and a conceptual framework will be introduced. The sub research questions that
will then lead towards the answer to the main question, are:
-

Which stakeholders are involved in the RES processes in municipalities Deventer, Hardenberg
and Olst-Wijhe in region West-Overijssel?

-

Which participatory storylines prevail among stakeholders?

-

Which discourse coalitions among stakeholders prevail around the participatory storylines?

-

How do the participatory storylines coincide, loosely coincide or clash?

-

Which recommendations do discourse coalitions make to improve the co-occurrence between
discourse coalitions in future steps of participation?

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents relevant theories including public participation
theory, discourse theory and analysis and participatory storyline analysis. The chapter also links them
through a conceptual framework. In the Methods in chapter 3, the research design, scope of the study
and data collection methods are presented. This includes stakeholder identification and participatory
storyline identification using document analysis and semi-structured interviews; and discourse coalition
identification through Discourse Network Analyzer. Chapter 4 sketches the context for the RES region
West-Overijssel and the three specific cases chosen, Deventer, Hardenberg and Olst-Wijhe: a
stakeholders analysis and description of the implemented participatory procedures in the three local
communities. In chapter 5, the discourse coalitions and participatory storylines are identified and the
network of discourse coalitions is analyzed. Also, the extent to which different participatory storylines
coincide is presented. Next, in chapter 6, Discussion, the results are interpreted and connected to existing
theory and reflected upon through this body of literature. Also, the validity and limitations are discussed.
Furthermore, implications and suggestions are given. Finally, chapter 7 recaps and concludes this
research.
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Chapter 2 – Theory: public participation and participatory
storylines
Before being able to collect and investigate empirical data, the conceptual framework is established. To
this end, this chapter is dedicated to existing theories that are used in the context of this research. Within
this chapter, section 2.1 presents the conceptual framework and the components that make us this
research. Section 2.2 elaborates on theories on public participation. Discourse theory is introduced and
connected to participatory storylines in section 2.3. The Theory chapter will be concluded in section 2.4
by a synthesis.
Firstly, the conceptual framework is presented and then different elements of the framework are further
elaborated upon in the following sections.

2.1 Conceptual framework
The conceptual framework for this research, shown in figure 2.1, shows the encounter of multiple
participatory storylines within a participatory process. Individual stakeholders hold conceptions about
four participatory storyline elements (problem and solution, participants, process, and decision-making).
Stakeholders that hold similar conceptions about these elements come together into discourse coalitions
around participatory storylines. When different discourse coalitions interact in public participation, their
participatory storylines may fully coincide, loosely coincide or clash, establishing the co-occurrence
between the discourse coalitions. The extent of co-occurrence may have productive or destructive effects
on the outcome of the participatory procedure. While the framework shows two participatory storylines,
there may be more.

Figure 2.1: Conceptual framework.

From this framework, important elements are: the participatory process in which participatory storylines
meet and participatory storylines and their elements, the discourse coalitions around them and the
coinciding of participatory storylines. Section 2.2 focuses on theories regarding public participation and
section 2.3 on theories around participatory storylines.

2.2 Public participation: including stakeholders in policy-making
This research specifically focuses on participatory processes. The role of civil society in deliberation
around governmental policies and plans has increasingly been investigated and researched. Moreover,
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multiple theorists have discussed the role of public stakeholders in policy-making: a phenomenon called
public participation.
Public participation is an ambiguous concept. It was defined by Rowe (2004) as follows: ‘Public
participation may be defined at a general level as the practice of consulting and involving members of
the public in the agenda-setting, decision-making, and policy-forming activities of organizations or
institutions responsible for policy development’. Including the public in policy-making is usually done
when stakes are high, norms and values differ among stakeholders or there is uncertainty (Runhaar &
Driessen, 2007).

2.2.1 Forms of public participation
The different levels of involvement – from informing up to co-deciding – are approached most
influentially by Arnstein’s (1969) ladder of participation. She created a ladder with multiple steps of
increasingly more stringent forms of citizen involvement, as depicted in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: ladder of participation, including eight forms of participation categorized into nonparticipation, tokenism and
citizen power (Arnstein, 1969).

As is shown, the ladder shows the steps, but also a categorization of these steps into nonparticipation,
tokenism and citizen power. In nonparticipation, facilitators give participants the idea that they
participate, but are focused on educating rather than involving (Arnstein, 1969). Tokenism is a form in
which participants can let their voice be heard, but no guarantee is given that their opinion influences
the process (Arnstein, 1969). Citizen power is the form where participants are involved in negotiation
and decision-making (Arnstein, 1969).

2.2.2 The rise of public participation in environmental governance
In 1992, during the Rio United Nations Conference on Environment and Development the importance
of public involvement was already emphasized (UNCED & Johnson, 1992):
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‘Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens, at the relevant
level. At the national level, each individual shall have appropriate access to information concerning the
environment that is held by public authorities ... and the opportunity to participate in decision-making
processes. States shall facilitate and encourage public awareness and participation by making information
widely available.’

Environmental issues are often complex problems: ecological and social systems are interconnected,
and the spatial and temporal causes and effects are spread (Kinzig et al., 2013). Even on an individual
level, the effects of one individual’s actions contribute to community-scale impacts rather than
individual impacts that would be more containable (Eden, 1996).
Furthermore, sustainable goals require intervention: sustainable development ‘is not a spontaneous
social product’ (Meadowcroft, 2007). This means that sustainable development has to be actively steered
and to steer, value choices need to be made in both the objective and progress towards that objective
(Meadowcroft, 2007).
These characteristics make public participation, suitable for these environmental problems: public
participation may increase the quality of information, and legitimacy and support for the course and
objectives of environmental policy (Bäckstrand et al., 2010).
Not only does public participation add value to environmental problems in general, but for energy
planning specifically public participation has played a large role.

2.2.3 Public participation in energy projects
Recent literature has focused on public participation in energy planning and specifically renewable
energy projects, like wind and solar energy generation as many countries have adopted renewable energy
targets (Langer, Decker & Menrad, 2017). While there seems to be general support for the energy
transition and implementation of renewable energy projects, the opposition is found in residents and the
public that confront and oppose energy plans (Wolsink, 2007).
For wind energy specifically, residents that live near the envisioned projects are often concerned about
health impacts for themselves and the nearby wildlife and environment, as well as land use (Phadke,
2013). Brennan, Van Rensburg and Morris (2017) show that public concerns are primarily personal
physical and mental health, followed by a decline in quality of life and well-being. With the public being
affected by decisions, decision-makers have increasingly involved the public to understand those who
are affected (Reed et al., 2008).
Literature shows that project acceptability – the extent to which the public evaluates those projects
favorably – is low in top-down decision-making and higher when the public has the chance to influence
decision-making (Liu, Bouman, Perlaviciute & Steg, 2020; Breukers & Wolsink, 2007).
Langer, Decker and Menrad (2017) argue that participation in energy projects should not only
constructively entail opinion-sharing of citizens, but should also include a transparent information
provision and influence into the final decision-making. Similarly, research has shown that public
participation in energy projects increases the experienced procedural fairness and thereby increases
project acceptability (Liu et al., 2020). Public participation is thus not only affecting the inclusion in the
discussion itself, but also the inclusion in the process and information-sharing.
So how to incorporate it into energy projects? Public participation in energy projects has often been
done through invited participation: procedures set up by governments or companies ‘to engage in some
14

form of dialogue with stakeholders’ (Cuppen, 2018, p. 29). Limitations of invited participation are the
difficulty of including the public in technical discussions about innovations; set boundaries to who can
participate; and focus on participation only during the planning stage (Solman, Smits, Van Vliet & Bush,
2021).
Co-production as an alternative form of participation entails the inclusion of the public in shaping
decisions regarding energy projects rather (Solman et al., 2021) than being invited for a specific moment
of participation by the facilitator. This more delegated way of decision-making includes local knowledge
into the procedure, resulting in a more democratic design, implementation and/or infrastructure (Solman
et al., 2021).

2.2.4 Participants in public participation: stakeholder theory
Apart from how to involve, public participation also raises the question of whom to involve. This
question is its own field of study: stakeholder theory. The definition of stakeholders can differ from
those involved to all affected human and non-human entities (Reed et al., 2009). Reed and Curzon
(2015) hold that the most accepted definition is all (groups of) individuals that influence and/or are
influenced by the given program or policy. This latter definition matches this research due to its holistic
approach and is therefore held as the definition for ‘stakeholder’.

2.3 Participatory storylines: underlying theories and storylines coinciding
When stakeholders come together in participatory processes, they bring their understandings of the
problem and solution, but also of how the participatory process should be designed and how decisions
should be made (Hendriks, 2005). Participatory storyline theory – based on discourse theory – revolves
around these understandings and what happens when they come together.

2.3.1 Participatory storyline and discourse theory: framing the problem and process
Participatory storyline theory as described by Hendriks (2005) – ‘narratives on what constitutes the most
appropriate form of public participation for that policy issue’ – is closely related to discourse theory.
The latter will first be described shortly before going onto participatory storylines themselves.
Discourse theory specifically focuses on the construction of reality through language (Hook, 2007).
While multiple interpretations of discourse define it as either objective or normative (Arts, 2012),
discourses in this research are defined as the ideas and concepts used to give phenomena meaning (Hajer,
2002). Discourse theory and analysis in this understanding embody the understanding that the created
frame of knowledge surrounding reality is not neutral nor objective (Beunen, Van Assche & Duineveld,
2013). Discourses are thus narratives of ideas and conceptions that construct one’s social reality (Hajer,
1995). By establishing or disbanding the validity of others’ ideas, discourses embody the power of
exclusion and inclusion (Dryzek & Niemeyer, 2008). This is also true for deliberation: by demarcating
definitions, discourses hold and give the power to include and exclude definitions in deliberation (Metze,
2009; Hajer, 1995). Discourses are produced and reproduced through practices (Hajer & Versteeg,
2005).
Participatory storylines merely focus on narratives regarding public involvement and the framing of the
policy issue (Hendriks, 2005). Involved actors bring not only their opinions but also their institutional
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assumptions and expectations regarding the process (Barnes et al., 2004). Their framing of the
participatory process could therefore also be approached from a discursive point of view.
To that extent, Hendriks (2005) introduced the participatory storyline. A storyline includes four
elements: the frame of what the policy issue is; who constitutes the ‘public’; what participation should
be like; and the decision-making process (Hendriks, 2005). As a discourse builds on assumptions around
a set of certain elements, a participatory storyline builds on assumptions around this set of elements.
Certain similar characteristics apply for participatory storylines as for discourse: aspects of different
storylines can be found throughout outputs of different actors. Also, like in discourse theory, there are
often dominant storylines that are most prevalent. Participatory storylines in short are a discursive
approach to frames around participation.
While all stakeholders have their participatory storyline, another aspect of discourse theory that can be
applied to participatory storylines and that enables a better analysis within this research is the concept
of discourse coalitions. Discourse coalitions are groups of stakeholders that do not necessarily agree on
the entire framing, but that do share multiple aspects of social constructs (Bulkeley, 2000; Hajer, 2002).
Discourse coalitions around a participatory storyline are stakeholders with similar interpretations of the
participatory storyline elements. The participatory storyline elements are defined in table 2.1.

Concept

Element

Description

Participatory storylines

Perception of problem

Framing used by stakeholders regarding the
problem definition in the RES.

Perception of participants

Framing used by stakeholders regarding who
should be allowed to participate.

Perception
process

participation

Framing used by stakeholder regarding what the
participation process should look like.

Perception of decision process

Framing used by stakeholder regarding what the
decision process should look like.

of

Table 2.1: elaboration for participatory storylines, based on elements from Hendriks (2005).

Discourse coalitions and their participatory storylines are not static but change over time. The dynamic
discourse coalition (DDC) approach describes the boundary work that discourse coalitions perform
(Metze & Dodge, 2016). This approach combines discourse coalitions as have been described and
identified with the concept of discursive boundary work. In discursive boundary work, stakeholders
present a problem frame and ‘facts’ of the matter in a strategic way which results in frame shifts and
associated changes in the decision-making process (Metze, 2017). For the DDC approach, boundary
work can be bridging or demarcating either within or between discourse coalitions (Metze & Dodge,
2016). This results in confirmation or disintegration within a discourse coalition and integration or
polarization between discourse coalitions (Metze & Dodge, 2016).

2.3.2 How participatory storylines coincide: fully coinciding, loosely coinciding or clashing
If the participation requirement is fulfilled through creating a participatory process, the multiple actors
that are involved in this participation bring their storylines with them. Participation established through
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deliberative processes like citizens’ forums tends to lead to tension as they challenge the more traditional
technocratic notion of democracy – deliberation entails new players, new roles and new conditions
(Hendriks, 2002). Whereas generalizing deliberative democracy theory focuses on right preconditions,
there also seem to be very context-specific situations (Parkinson, 2006). This leads to the understanding
that the chosen process would have to be legitimized by the policy actors. Benhabib (1996) suggests this
is realized through free and unconstrained deliberation about everything.
Researching the legitimization of specific involved groups regarding the deliberative process has been
approached by Hendriks (2005): she suggests that when participatory storylines come together, the
process is perceived most legitimate when brought-in storylines coincide with the participatory
storylines of the facilitators of participation; otherwise, a clash between the expectations and reality
could result in a subversion of the process. For this interaction, a loose framework is created which
identifies three possible scenarios for the coinciding of participatory storylines: they may clash; they
may loosely coincide; and they may fully coincide (Hendriks, 2005).
No explicit indictors are given in this framework, but all scenarios are described (Hendriks, 2005). In
case of a clash, the storylines have competing ideas on what the issue is, who to involve, and what
procedure to follow. If the storylines loosely coincide, there may be some support, but an overall
reluctance to perform participation in the given fashion. This may result in multiple recommendations
that are incompatible. Lastly, coinciding storylines show a resemblance in norms and ideas. Stakeholders
are likely to endorse the process and through that come to a deliberation in which input from stakeholders
is seriously considered. The situation in which storylines coincide may lead to the most acceptance
among identified stakeholders (Hendriks, 2005). Table 2.2 visualizes the three possibilities for cooccurrence and its description.

Concept

Elements

Description

Co-occurrence

Clashing participatory storylines

Little to no similar conceptions

Loosely coinciding participatory storylines

Some similar conceptions

Fully coinciding participatory storylines

Mainly similar conceptions

Table 2.2: elaboration for co-occurrence: participatory storylines clash, coincide loosely or coincide fully.

In the case of coinciding participatory storylines, stakeholders that bring their participatory storylines
legitimize the deliberative structure (Hendriks, 2005). This legitimacy, which is established throughout
the process, is fruitful because it makes processes more productive and effective (Parkinson, 2003).
When storylines coincide only loosely or even a clash, the result may be reduced legitimacy, and
therefore also a less positive outcome may derive from deliberation.

2.4 Synthesis: participatory storylines coming together in public participation
This chapter has elaborated on the theoretical frames around public participation and participatory
storylines. Public participation, as was shown, is part of new forms of governance in which market and
civil society stakeholders are more involved in the participatory process. What exactly is public
participation is still discussed among theorists and is likewise interpretable by different participating
stakeholders. Participatory storylines are the conceptions that stakeholders have around participation:
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their existing understanding of the problem and solution, the participants, the process and the decisionmaking.
The connection between the two is intuitive in the first place: participatory storylines only exist around
participation. When participatory processes are set up, the possibility is established to analyze
participatory storylines to a further extent. Multiple participatory storylines come together, and the
extent to which they coincide with each other is analyzed and discussed.
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Chapter 3 – Methods
In this chapter the methods are described that enable collecting empirical and analytical data and thereby
answering the research questions. First, the research design and scope will be discussed and then the
methods for data gathering and data analysis.

3.1 Research design
The executed research is qualitative. A qualitative approach explores experiences, meanings and
perceptions. It does not aim to quantify variations but to describe and understand variations (Fossey,
Harvey, McDermott & Davidson, 2002). Fewer cases are investigated to establish an in-depth analysis.
Analyzing storylines is best suited through interpretive research (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2012): it
enables narrative and descriptive analysis and gives way for thoroughly investigating a limited amount
of cases. In this research a case study was done that involves one of thirty RESs, three of its eleven
municipalities and sixteen stakeholders. A case study is ideal for an exploration into multiple facets of
one subject and looking at it from multiple angles.

3.2 Scope case study
With thirty RESs, choices had to be made regarding the scope of my research. As each region involves
multiple municipalities, industrial and societal organizations, and other stakeholders, this research will
focus on renewable electricity only (as compared to including heat) in one region. The chosen region is
West-Overijssel: a region with eleven involved municipalities. Region West-Overijssel was chosen, due
to its extensive focus on local ownership – a minimum of fifty percent of projects should be locally
owned (RES West-Overijssel, 2020B). Furthermore, participation is facilitated on a municipal level,
allowing evaluation of multiple processes at the same time which were in different phases of the
participatory process at the same point in time.

3.2.1 RES region West-Overijssel
For now, West-Overijssel has proposed 82 wind turbines and solar parks as big as 2400 soccer fields
(Laconi, 2021). Whereas wind turbines take in less space than solar panel fields, they are controversial.
Firstly, they result in horizon and noise pollution for the public (Agterbos, Glasbergen & Vermeulen,
2007). Also, the cost-efficiency of renewable wind energy has been questioned by the Centraal
Planbureau among others (Redactie Groene Rekenkamer, 2013). Additionally, RES West-Overijssel
has a strong focus on local ownership: it aims for fifty percent to be locally owned. Given these
challenges, West-Overijssel is an interesting case to research.
West-Overijssel consists of eleven municipalities: Dalfsen, Deventer, Hardenberg, Kampen, OlstWijhe, Ommen, Raalte, Staphorst, Steenwijkerland, Zwartewaterland and Zwolle. These municipalities
have all locally already agreed on an offer for the regional energy transition and involved stakeholders
in their offer. West-Overijssel’s regional offer includes 1.6 TWh, which is to be established through 383
GWh from solar panels on roofs; 546 GWh from solar panel fields; and 678 GWh from wind turbines.
Even though the RES West-Overijssel is the playing field of the case study, there are multiple phases,
which makes comparison possible between sequential cases, and as participation is arranged locally in
municipalities, these are parallel cases that can be compared.
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3.2.2 Case selection municipalities Deventer, Hardenberg and Olst-Wijhe
To translate Hendriks’ (2005) framework, it is valuable to identify participatory procedures that are as
close to deliberative processes as possible. As was shown, this area of theory is still debatable, but the
main indicators for deliberative processes that are used to come to the selected processes are authenticity,
inclusiveness and consequentiality (Dryzek, 2009). Authentic meaning that deliberation is nonmanipulative and non-coercive. Inclusive meaning that participants with a range of interests and
perspectives are included. Consequential meaning that the deliberation impacts the outcome and the
decision-making, be it direct or indirect (Dryzek, 2009).
The participatory procedures that were chosen and presented are not complete deliberative processes –
none were found in the participation in RES West-Overijssel. However, the intended procedures of these
cases do display indicators of deliberative processes.
Whereas plans around process participation in Deventer do not align with deliberative processes, plans
around project participation theoretically do. Within project participation, the focus is on local
ownership and the ‘self-organizing abilities’ of citizens (Gemeente Deventer, 2020). Citizens are
stimulated to actively facilitate and partake in energy initiatives and thereby take up the project planning
themselves. This should enable open, authentic dialogue and inclusivity. Self-organization also
establishes consequentiality.
Hardenberg aimed to involve citizens in the creation of its multiannual plan through different activities,
aiming for inclusivity. Also, on a project level, the independent chair aims to enable authenticity and if
the advisory board influences the decision-making, it establishes consequentiality. This again aligns
with deliberative processes.
When taking into consideration the three indicators of deliberative processes, Olst-Wijhe presents its
participation towards the RES offer as a deliberative process. Meetings, where discussions and
conversations were possible, testify to the opportunity for authenticity. Also, meetings were held for
different types of actors. Through the stretch of the steps, namely by giving the municipality to create
an offer, after which citizens can oppose and present their views, and another discussion is possible, the
opportunity for inclusivity also seems given.

3.3 Limitations
There are limitations to doing a case study in general. First, being the only researcher performing the
research, I acknowledge my biased conception of the world and of data to be gathered. This is not
necessarily a deficiency, but it is important to be acknowledged (Astley, 1985). Having more researchers
would create a thicker analysis. Researching alone as compared to a group of researchers thus negatively
affects reliability. Secondly, looking more and more intensively into one phenomenon leads to increased
completeness of understanding relations, but it is impossible to truly work holistically, meaning a limited
internal validity. External validity – or generalizability – is no goal within this research, as the RESs are
diversified from the understanding that energy transition is not a generalizable issue.
An important aspect of a case study is the usage of multiple methods. Getting a more integral
understanding is done by looking at the issue from multiple methodological angles – a concept called
triangulation (Kumar, 2019). It creates robustness of conclusions and therefore improves measurement
and internal validity.
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To answer the given research question, a few steps need to be taken. The fieldwork of this research will
thus consist of multiple methods, including document analysis and semi-structured interviews.

3.4 Data collection
Documents were sought on the websites of the stakeholders themselves and the website of RES WestOverijssel; and if needed through Google and Lexus Uni search terms: “name stakeholder +
participatie”; “name stakeholder + (deelname) RES”; and other search terms. The documents and their
sources were registered in a data collection file. In primary scanning of the documents, the first
categorization of relevant pieces of texts was made, categorized into the different participatory storyline
elements. This was later coded more specifically, as will be explained in section 3.5. For document
analysis, data collection was finished when saturation was achieved: when no more new information
was found in new documents (Kumar, 2019). This led to a total of fifty documents (Appendix 3).
Further data was created through the conduction of semi-structured interviews. For semi-structured
interviews, stakeholders (see 3.4 for stakeholder identification) were contacted via email and asked
whether they would be willing to be interviewed for this research. Often municipal websites indicated
which councilor is responsible for sustainability or the energy transition. For other organizations, an
email was sent to general mail addresses explaining the research and asking for an interview with a
knowledgeable representative. The stakeholders that replied positively were interviewed via Zoom, due
to the current COVID-19 restrictions. The interviews were semi-structured, which means that an
interview guide was created (Appendix 1), but that the interview could be versatile if interviewees told
interesting information: a semi-structured interview gives the opportunity to further elaborate on specific
questions and statements (Kallio, Pietilä, Johnson & Kangasniemi, 2016). The given interviews were
recorded, transcribed and coded (see Appendix 2 for an overview), which is further explained in chapter
3.5.

3.4 Outlining the context and identifying stakeholders
The first step was to identify societal, market and governmental stakeholders and outline the context per
municipality. To do this, different stakeholders first had to be identified. This stakeholder analysis holds:
stakeholders are those who have a stake and whose environment is impacted by the given phenomenon
(Reed et al., 2009).
A premature list was drafted from existing documents for RES West-Overijssel and through document
analysis and snowballing, more stakeholders were identified and added to the list (Brugha &
Varvasovszky, 2000). Initially identified stakeholders from documents were the eleven municipalities,
province Overijssel, regional water authority Waterschap Drents Overijsselse Delta, grid manager
Enexis, the regional RES coordination, local initiatives and citizens (RES West-Overijssel, 2019).
To categorize the stakeholders, stakeholder-led categorization was used, which is a bottom-up approach
towards categorizing, using documents and interviews (Reed et al., 2009). As this research focuses on
the perception of stakeholders regarding participation – which includes their perception of who should
be included and excluded – this stakeholder categorization matches the research approach and is a first
step in identifying storylines: it iterates on the categorization of who should participate and why. To do
so, documents were analyzed and questions were asked in the semi-structured interviews held with
representatives of stakeholders involved.
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Stakeholders are categorized into core, direct and indirect stakeholders. Core stakeholders are
stakeholders that were directly identified as partners or participants in the process. Their involvement
includes the higher steps of the ladder of participation (see chapter 2). Direct stakeholders are
stakeholders that are actively involved, but not directly: these stakeholders may hold informing or
consulting roles, like tokenism in on the ladder of participation (see chapter 2). Indirect stakeholders are
those that are not actively involved in the process but – as defined by Reed et al. (2009) – do have a
stake and are impacted.
The participatory processes are described using literature and interviews. In line with the categorization
that the RES West-Overijssel makes, the processes are described in two types of participation: process
participation and project participation. Process participation entails participation regarding the policy
and framework; project participation entails participation regarding specific energy projects.

3.5 Prevailing participatory storylines
For the stakeholders, their participatory storylines were identified. Storylines here entail the perceptions
around participation based on four specific dimensions:
-

What is the policy problem?

-

Who should participate?

-

How should participation be designed?

-

How should decisions be made?

Analyzing these storylines was done through identifying ideas and concepts within documents and texts
using text analysis. Certain keywords and preconceptions were identified throughout the research and
existing documents were analyzed for these conceptions. These documents included news items on
websites of stakeholders; communication documents; and news items by external parties. By coding the
documents, existing storylines were established.
Additionally, in the semi-structured interviews with stakeholders, they were asked about their
participatory storylines as well. Questions, therefore, focused on what the stakeholders believe the policy
issue is exactly, who should be involved in the decision-making process and what the participation
should look like. Within these interviews, stakeholders were asked about their own, but also about
others’ storylines and conceptions.
The insights found in documents and interviews were added into Discourse Network Analyzer (DNA)
(Leifeld, 2017): a tool that enables finding discourse coalitions and their participatory storylines. By
adding texts and coding pieces of texts, key themes, arguments and issues were identified for all involved
stakeholders. The arguments revolve around the elements: problem framing, identification of
participants, roles of participants, the participatory mechanism and the decision mechanism.

3.5.1 Coding participatory storyline elements per stakeholder
In practice, the first step is to insert texts that needed to be analyzed. Next, for every piece of text that
was to be coded, the coder identified the organization that made the statement; the ‘concept’ – here
interpretation of elements – that is raised; and whether or not they agree. These first three variables are
nominal variables and the latter is Boolean – two options are possible: agreement and non-agreement
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(Leifeld, Gruber & Bossner, 2019). In this research, 170 statements by sixteen stakeholders were coded
into 21 storyline elements Using DNA, it was possible to identify discourse coalitions that share a
participatory storyline.
For participatory storylines, the dimensions are the perception of the policy problem; the ‘public’; the
participation and decision process. For these five elements, the variables are nominal and thus
categorical and qualitative. Important in the operationalization of participatory storylines is that this
research does not only focus on participation and its proceedings but also the perception and framing of
the problem. Participatory storylines in this research thus grasp both process and content. Table 2.1 in
the last chapter shows an elaboration on participatory storylines with the different elements for
participatory storylines.
Coding was done inductively, using only the set frame for participatory storyline elements. Each
document and interview were researched for statements that regarded either of the participatory storyline
elements: understandings regarding what is the problem or solution, who should be the participants,
what should the process be like and how should decisions be made. When a statement was made, a
coding statement was created that represented the statement of the stakeholder. By creating a coding
schedule of these coding statements, similar conceptions could be coded in the same coding statement.
Table 3.1 shows all coding statements, differentiated by participatory storyline elements. In the DNA
tool, the coding statements were entered as ‘concepts’.

Participatory
storyline element

Coding statement

Problem and solution

The energy transition is necessary
Citizens are unwilling to change
Alternatives should be investigated
Wind turbines are not an optimal energy source
Wind turbines should be placed, the question is where
(Re)distribution of costs and benefits is important

Participants

Citizens and businesses should be invited to participate
The stakeholder itself wants to participate

Process

Citizens are unwilling to change
Most citizens were satisfied with the participation process
The participation process involves too little local ownership
The participation process starts with a framework
The framework for participation is unclear
More steps of the process should be open for participation
Citizens are not taken seriously during participation
Participation has been done by informing

Decision-making

The council needs support from its citizens
The council makes the final decision
Council will use the advice
If the municipality does not decide, other governments will do it for them
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The council decides without listening to citizens
Table 3.1: coding schedule, categorizing participatory storyline elements problem, participants, process and decision-making
into coding statements, based on documents and interviews with stakeholders

After having coded participatory storylines elements for individual stakeholders, the program clusters
stakeholders with similar understandings regarding the participatory storyline elements (Leifeld, 2017).
It creates a cluster analysis of different elements of storylines. DNA may provide new insights through
its outputs (Buckton, Fergie, Leifeld & Hilton, 2019).
Afterward, using rDNA – a program that models outcomes – different outputs were created in which the
proximity of different stakeholders is shown (Leifeld, 2017). This may reveal structures and dynamics
within policy processes (Leifeld, Gruber & Bossner, 2019).
The outcomes that were created in this research are:
1. An event list with all texts and coded interpretations; and
2. A two-mode network that depicts different interpretations of elements and the stakeholders that
(dis)agree with these interpretations. It thereby shows which stakeholders hold similar
conceptions regarding the different elements of a storyline.
3. Dendrogram: a tree diagram that depicts the hierarchal clustering of stakeholders into discourse
coalitions.
These outcomes are described and used in further analysis.

3.5.2 Finding participatory storylines for discourse coalitions
Having found the discourse coalitions, the next step was to assemble the participatory storylines that
these discourse coalitions hold. The outputs from rDNA show which participatory storyline elements
are upheld by the discourse coalitions. From this, the statements were combined into an overall
participatory storyline overarching all participatory storyline elements.
The two-mode network created in RStudio was used to map the discourse coalitions among the network.
This network enabled an analysis regarding the substantiveness of and connections between discourse
coalitions. The substantiveness regards the totality of statements regarding multiple participatory
storyline elements: the more statements made, the thicker the analysis of the participatory storyline. The
connections regard the links between different discourse coalitions: analyzing the nearness of discourse
coalitions towards each other.

3.7 Determining the co-occurrence between discourse coalitions
The next step was to map the extent to which participatory storylines coincided. Coinciding regards the
extent to which different participatory storylines have similar conceptions regarding the participatory
storyline elements.
For the step of analyzing the extent to which the storylines coincide, the concept of co-occurrence is
operationalized. There are three possibilities to describe this co-occurrence: clashing participatory
storylines, loosely coinciding participatory storylines and fully coinciding participatory storylines. As
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there are four dimensions to the participatory storyline, a comparison will be made on these four
dimensions – the perception of the problem; the participants; the participatory process; and the decision
process. This entails a qualitative comparison of the different elements.
Through this operationalization, the participatory storyline analysis was done, showing coinciding, but
also clashing participatory storylines.

3.8 Wish-element in participatory storylines: recommendations
Finally, recommendations of discourse coalitions were investigated. These recommendations focus on
the improvement of co-occurrence between discourse coalitions. As is true for the other conceptions that
stakeholders hold, the recommendations are also discursively framed through their understanding of the
participatory storyline elements and what the next steps should be. The recommendations that
stakeholders give have thus been considered to be an additional part of their participatory storyline: a so
to say wish-element. The recommendations were identified from documents and interviews – in the
semi-structured interviews stakeholders were asked about their recommendations. They were then
described per discourse coalition and discussed concerning the discourse coalitions’ further participatory
storyline.
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Chapter 4 – The RES region and three municipalities: who and
what?
This chapter presents the results that reflect the context for participation in RES West-Overijssel. This
chapter sketches the regional RES West-Overijssel situation and its framework. It then presents the three
chosen cases – Deventer, Hardenberg and Olst-Wijhe – and identifies stakeholders and participatory
processes that have been or are currently conducted. A synthesis of this chapter highlights the
overarching results and provides a bridge into the next chapter, which goes into the participatory
storylines.

4.1 Regional RES participation design: decentralization of participation
4.1.2 West-Overijssel’s overarching framework
Every RES region gets to design the procedures towards the final regional offer. A framework for
consideration has been introduced on a national level, which includes four considerations: system
efficiency, quantity, space and support (NP RES, n.d.).
RES West-Overijssel identifies two phases of participation: process participation in one stage and
project participation in another. Process participation is focused on participation within the policy design
phase and where the framework is established. In this step, initial decisions are made regarding the mix
of energy types and a filtering process is done to identify interesting search areas. Project participation
includes energy project-specific participation. Once a project has been identified, participants may get
involved to influence the execution. This only happens from the concept RES onwards in the
implementation phase.
The RES region West-Overijssel presented a starting notion in which it detailed its approach and
process. An important feature for participation in RES West-Overijssel is the municipal approach.
Different municipalities first created their offer before combining the municipal offers into a regional
offer. This was decided upon because regional land use is considered abstract and far away from the
lived experience of the public (RES West-Overijssel, 2019). Moreover, it was meant to decrease
resistance.
This construction of municipal offers that together create a RES offer regionally results in a two-way
participation structure. On a regional level, regional stakeholders collaborate with the municipalities that
represent the offers that they have agreed upon within their councils. But zooming in, within the
municipalities participatory procedures have to happen to establish the municipal offers. In these
processes, the local citizens, both allied and opposing, local businesses and other organizations may be
involved in the specific municipal challenge. The stakeholders on a regional level will be identified in
this research, and their participatory storylines are expected to influence the participatory processes to
some extent, but in many cases, in the current phase, no direct interaction happens between the regional
stakeholders and the non-governmental municipal stakeholders.

4.1.2 Regional participation procedures: core governmental stakeholders and advisory board
On a regional level, multiple stakeholders were involved in designing the concept RES. The RES WestOverijssel itself has categorized a set of partners, which are the starting point for the stakeholder
overview. These stakeholders include the eleven municipalities, the province of Overijssel, four water
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boards (Drents Overijsselse Delta, Vallei en Veluwe, Vechtstromen and Rijn & IIssel) and three grid
operators (Enexis, Coteq and Rendo) (RES West-Overijssel, n.d.). These RES communications also
mention the collaboration with social-cultural organizations, local energy initiatives, companies and
youth in the region.
These socio-cultural organizations, local energy initiatives, companies and youth, make up the advisory
board on a regional level, namely the NMO (Natuur en Milieu Overijssel, backed by organizations and
NGOs Natuurmonumenten, Staatsbosbeheer, Landschap Overijssel, Overijssels Particulier Grondbezit);
VNO-NCW (Dutch employers’ federation); BEON (Bio-energiecluster Oost-Nederland); energy
cooperatives throughout West-Overijssel; and Salland Wonen. Additionally, Land- en
Tuinbouworganisatie (LTO) was a part of this coalition led by NMO, but withdrew due to too much
plans on agricultural grounds (LTO Noord, 2021).
This is a starting point that suggests a twofold connectedness: an inner partnership among the main
stakeholders, collaborating with a secondary group of stakeholders. When also taking into account the
three branches of stakeholders namely state, market and civil society, an overview of stakeholders for
the regional RES West-Overijssel is created in figure 4.1.
The stakeholders called partners by the RES West-Overijssel are categorized core stakeholders and the
members of the advisory board are direct stakeholders.

Figure 4.1: Stakeholder overview for region RES West-Overijssel including partner stakeholders, direct stakeholders and
indirect stakeholders. Abbreviations stand for Drents Overijsselse Delta (DOD), Vallei & Veluwe (V&V), Vechtstromen (VS),
and Rijn & IJssel (R&IJ).

Process participation
The municipalities have worked on their offer and have meanwhile met during a Task force called raden,
staten en algemeen besturen (RSAB) or councils, states and boards, which includes administrators from
municipalities, the province and the water board (RES West-Overijssel, 2020A). Also, the advisory
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group has given advice together with social organizations. They came together three times and discussed
the ambition, process and projects for the RES. They also advised the concept RES which will be taken
into consideration towards the RES 1.0 (RES West-Overijssel, 2020B). The green organizations led by
NMO also wrote advice, focusing on green designing principles (NMO, 2020). They also indicated
which areas are not or less fit for large-scale energy generation. They emphasize how the energy
transition has opportunities and challenges for the landscape.
For the energy cooperatives, four meetings were organized that hosted twenty participants per meeting
on average (RES West-Overijssel, 2020B). During these meetings concerns were raised, questions asked
and plans were made. The energy cooperatives of West-Overijssel gave separate advice for the RES,
which focuses on their role within the coming process. Furthermore, three regional workshops were
organized for which the members of the advisory group and multiple social organizations were invited
(RES West-Overijssel, 2020B).

Project participation
Regarding project participation, the RES West-Overijssel identified the important role of the energy
cooperatives and ownership of other energy projects by municipalities and neighborhoods (RES WestOverijssel, 2020B). Local ownership as this is called, implies financial participation and reaping the
benefits of the energy generation. The Dutch climate agreement strives for fifty percent local ownership
in the development of solar and wind parks. The RES has already set parameters for what this ownership
entails but also leaves room for local interpretation if needed. Practice shows the possibilities of
ownership. Some energy projects have been more than fifty, even one hundred percent local ownership
(RES West-Overijssel, 2020B).

4.2 Municipal participatory procedures: one challenge, many approaches
As participation happens mostly on a municipal level, the municipal participatory procedures are
quintessential. These are the procedures that stakeholders are often involved in and thus clash with or
coincide mostly. Therefore, the next section presents the participatory procedures in the municipalities
Deventer, Hardenberg and Olst-Wijhe.

4.2.1 Participatory procedures in Deventer: focus on local ownership and project participation
Firstly, the municipality of Deventer was selected as one of the participatory procedures. Deventer is a
city in Overijssel that counts around 80,000 inhabitants.

Stakeholders
Figure 4.2 presents involved stakeholders in Deventer’s RES participation. The core stakeholders are
mostly governmental actors and local energy initiatives, due to the extended focus on local ownership.
Other direct stakeholders are businesses, NGOs and citizens – specifically protesting organization
Deventer Wint – as the municipality claims that these actors are welcome to discuss the process, but
collaboration is not actively sought (Gemeente Deventer, 2020).
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For municipality Deventer, and all other municipalities that will follow, the following structure exists:
the municipality consists of the council, the mayor and the city administration (college of mayor and
councilors). For the municipal government to approve of any policy or legislation, the council has to
vote a majority. The councilors are responsible for the execution of policy regarding specific topics. The
council is an important stakeholder as it makes the decisions, but in this phase of the RES process, it
does not have a distinct participatory storyline. When this research thus discusses the ‘municipality’, it
means the city administration, the councilor and policy officials.

Figure 4.2: Stakeholder overview for the energy vision of Deventer including core stakeholders, direct stakeholders and
indirect stakeholders.

Process participation
The municipality of Deventer has created an energy policy that has the target of being energy-neutral in
2030. In the energy plan of 2020, the roadmap is created for this. Deventer’s participation strategy is
mainly focused on local transition initiatives and measures. In doing so, it follows the RES WestOverijssel’s general line of a distinction between process and project participation, on which the latter
is mostly focused.
Process participation included two information and multiple resulting discussion nights, where the focus
was on informing, consulting and advising. During this process participation, preparatory steps are taken
and choices are made (Gemeente Deventer, 2020).
Additionally, in Deventer, a collaboration between the municipality, building corporations and grid
operator Enexis was created, called Deventer Stroomt. It is supported by a large number of citizens,
organizations, businesses and other institutions. This collaboration facilitates a platform for knowledge
and more insight into big and small transition measures, focused on having citizens be an active part of
the transition.
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Project participation
Deventer has four registered local energy initiatives, among which Deventer Energiecoöperatie, which
is the first energy initiative in the Netherlands that invested in both wind and solar energy (G. Bakema,
personal communication, 02-04-2021). This energy initiative also runs Deventer’s energy counter. Local
energy initiatives are willing to execute specific projects if asked (G. Bakema, personal communication,
02-04-2021).
In practice, search areas are first identified and local initiatives are then promoted. In 2021, such a project
was Colmschate. Municipality Deventer identified Colmschate as a potential area for wind turbines, yet
to be filled in with specific plans.

4.2.2 Participatory procedures in Hardenberg: many activities, one project
The second municipality in which participatory procedures are investigated is Hardenberg. Hardenberg
is a municipality that consists of approximately 60,000 citizens (Gemeente Hardenberg, n.d.A). While
it contains many population centers, the main two are the city of Hardenberg and Dedemsvaart. After
that the larger centers are Balkbrug, Gramsbergen, Slagharen and Bergentheim. Additionally, there are
23 small centers.

Stakeholders
Figure 4.3 represents the different stakeholders on both the process and project levels. The organizations
that are directly involved in the decision-making or advising – for example in the advisory committee
regarding the later mentioned pilot project near Bergentheim, Sibculo and Kloosterhaar, were
categorized as core stakeholders.
The local energy initiatives and businesses are direct stakeholders: while they are stimulated to
participate, they are not currently actively involved. Processes are however in place for later involvement
(J. ten Kate, personal communication, 07-04-2021).
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Figure 4.3: Stakeholder overview for the energy vision of Hardenberg including core stakeholders, direct stakeholders and
indirect stakeholders. Abbreviations stand for Realistisch Duurzaam Bergentheim (RDB).

Process participation
The municipality has created a multiannual program ‘Duurzaam Hardenberg’ for the period 2020-2024.
The municipality has set the following targets in line with the national plans in the Dutch climate
agreement: at least thirty percent of the energy that Hardenberg uses should be renewable by 2030. In
2050 all energy should be generated renewably and fossil-free. This is true not only for the built
environment but also for businesses in Hardenberg (J. ten Kate, personal communication, 07-04-2021).
To reach the target, large-scale generation through wind and solar farms are thought necessary and the
possibilities for this are being explored. The multiannual plan also pays attention to challenges for
mobility, industry and agriculture that rise from this energy generation.
In the creation of this multiannual plan, the municipality has aimed to enable participation. To this
extent, it facilitated online polls, conversations in the streets, a serious game and a pub quiz. It involved
the themes of energy reduction, large-scale renewable energy generation and small-scale renewable
energy generation. The activities aimed to involve citizens that are normally less involved.
The different activities that were hosted, were aimed at involving as many types of actors as possible
and have them voice their opinions, enabling inclusivity.

Project participation
On the level of project participation, Hardenberg has already started a pilot project around a wind turbine
park in the area of the villages Bergentheim, Sibculo and Kloosterhaar. For this project, an advisory
board was created that consists of governmental, market and civil society stakeholders: five plaatselijke
belangen, interest groups that represent the local citizens; two environmental organizations; a
representative from the municipality; and a land owners’ platform. This advisory group was led by an
independent chair (J. ten Kate, personal communication, 07-04-2021). This process has currently been
on hold due to the COVID pandemic but will restart after the summer (J. ten Kate, personal
communication, 07-04-2021).

4.2.3 Participatory procedures in Olst-Wijhe: focus on process participation for now
The next municipality for which a participatory procedure was selected is Olst-Wijhe. Olst-Wijhe has
around 18,000 inhabitants. It is a municipality that combines the large centers Olst and Wijhe and the
centers of Marle, Welsum and Wesepe.

Stakeholders
Within the municipality of Olst-Wijhe, some specific stakeholders are presented in figure 4.4. The main
stakeholders within this locality are the municipality, the citizens and citizens’ associations, local energy
initiatives and businesses.
The municipality consists of the council, the mayor and the city administration. Stakeholder
‘municipality’ will mainly be represented by the councilor in Olst-Wijhe that is responsible for
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sustainability and the energy transition. Citizens that oppose the energy vision that has been translated
into the energy strategy have gathered within an association, called the Vereniging Duurzaam &
Leefbaar Olst-Wijhe (VDLOW).
There are eight local energy initiatives identified by Natuur & Milieu Overijssel (NMO, n.d.).
Businesses in Olst-Wijhe are also stakeholders as the energy transition affects them. Some are
represented by the VDLOW, but more of them may not be. Therefore, businesses will be added as
separate stakeholders in the stakeholder overview.
The stakeholder overview is presented in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Stakeholder overview for the energy vision of Olst-Wijhe including core stakeholders, direct stakeholders and
indirect stakeholders. Abbreviations stand for Vereniging Duurzaam & Leefbaar Olst-Wijhe (VDLOW).

Process participation
In Olst-Wijhe, the council also started with an energy document before the RES West-Overijssel made
this an obligation. The existing document, the Ruimtelijke Visie Duurzame Energie – translated into
spatial vision renewable energy, which has also been called the energy vision was Olst-Wijhe’s starting
point for the RES. The municipality uses this vision to decide, advised by citizens, what is allowed
where and how (Gemeente Olst-Wijhe, n.d.A).
To come to this spatial vision, the municipality has organized fifteen meetings with citizens to discuss
their input. The spatial vision has been the input for the RES, which is why no additional participatory
procedures were facilitated. However, if a specific project for wind turbines or solar fields is found,
residents will be involved.
The meetings that have been organized existed of information evenings and area workshops. These latter
workshops were aimed at the participatory step of coproduction, advising and consulting together with
residents, entrepreneurs and social organizations. Besides the aims of acceptance, qualitative decisionmaking and creating support, this form of participation focuses on ownership – making sure that nongovernmental stakeholders feel co-owner of the RES.
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After the council’s concept of the spatial vision, citizens were given the time to send in opposing views,
which were discussed in a public council meeting. Here the opposing citizens were given the chance to
present their opposing views and these views were discussed.

Project participation
While Olst-Wijhe has finished its process participation, it has not started on specific projects yet.
However, the energy vision does entail guidelines for future projects. Specifically, a sustainability fund
has been created which supports local initiatives. Also, the municipality has set up the possibility of
creating an advisory group for any specific location, even if there are no planned projects yet. This
enables citizens or other initiators to practice with project participation, to find out the intricacies of the
project participation process (M. Blind, personal communication, 06-04-2021).

4.3 Synthesis chapter
Chapter 4 sketched the contexts of participatory procedures for the cases of this thesis. For the regional
process, and municipal processes in Deventer, Hardenberg and Olst-Wijhe, the stakeholders were
identified and the participatory processes were described divided into process and project participation.
While all municipalities fall under the same region, the cases show a variation in participatory
procedures. Deventer has opted to focus on project participation mostly, only using informing in the
process participation phase. Hardenberg has asked for input into the energy-related policies that were
created and is already working on project participation for a specific project. Olst-Wijhe had a large
focus on process participation and no specific projects have started yet.
The stakeholder overviews show which stakeholders are core, direct and indirect stakeholders in the
respective municipalities. This categorization reflects the participatory procedures: in Deventer, the
municipality wants to focus on project participation rather than process participation and in Deventer’s
stakeholder overview no societal stakeholders are categorized as ‘core’ stakeholders – yet. Meanwhile,
in Hardenberg, project participation has already started and multiple societal stakeholders were involved
in the procedure, making them ‘core’ stakeholders.
In the next chapter, the discourse coalitions are identified among the stakeholders and their participatory
storylines are described. Also, the co-occurrence between the discourse coalitions is analyzed.
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Chapter 5 – Discourse coalitions around participatory storylines
and their co-occurrence
In this chapter, discourse coalitions around participatory storylines and their respective participatory
storylines are iterated. This chapter presents the results of a participatory storyline analysis. The chapter
consists of five sections.
Section 5.1 identifies the discourse coalitions that share participatory storyline elements. These
coalitions identify combinations of stakeholders that agree on participatory storylines, which is the
combination of statements regarding the storyline elements. These participatory storylines are described
and explained.
In section 5.2, the extent to which participatory storylines coincide has been investigated, identifying
clashing, loose coinciding and fully coinciding participatory storylines. The productive and/or
destructive consequences and implications are also briefly discussed.
Next, the changes in participatory storylines are investigated in section 5.3. Examples are presented of
changes made in one due to the other. In this section, the dynamic discourse coalition approach is also
introduced and the results of this research are loosely identified within its framework. This approach
together with the presented shifts in participatory storyline gives an insight into the dynamics between
participatory storylines in the cases.
As the RES is ongoing and its participation is as well, improvements can be made going forward. Section
5.4 presents the recommendations that were presented by different discourse coalitions. The
recommendations again hint at the discursive understanding of lessons (to be) learned and thus the
participatory storylines of stakeholders.
Finally, the chapter will be synthesized in section 5.5, where the significant results are reiterated and
related throughout sections. This section makes a first step towards the discussion that will follow.

5.1 Discourse coalitions and their participatory storylines
Through data collection, a total of 21 statements were identified regarding the four participatory
storyline elements: problem, participants, process and decision-making. Quotes that insinuate agreement
with specific statements were coded. This led to the total overview of 170 quotes from 16 stakeholders
as can be found in Appendix 4.
From these participatory storyline elements, specific combinations together add up to participatory
storylines. Participatory storylines are clusters of statements regarding all four relevant aspects (problem
statement, participants, process and decision-making) that together make up a story shared by a group
of stakeholders. Any statement, for example, “the energy transition is necessary”, can be upheld in
multiple participatory storylines. The groups of stakeholders that share a larger set of ideas are called
discourse coalitions. The identification of discourse coalitions and their participatory storylines requires
another step of the analysis, which was done through Discourse Network Analyzer. This tool enables
analysis of the relations between different statements and different elements. Through the Discourse
Network Analyzer, visual statistical analyses regarding the participatory storylines were also created.
Firstly, figure 5.1 shows the network of all stakeholders and statements. The network represents
congruence be tween statements and stakeholders. In the subchapters, the discourse coalitions and
related statements will be presented.
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of network including stakeholders and statements made in Visone

To cluster combinations of stakeholders that share statements, a dendrogram was made out of the
stakeholders in RStudio (Appendix 5). The dendrogram identified five stakeholder coalitions, which are
indicated in the network in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Copy of figure 5.1 without labels for nodes, including the identification of discourse coalitions. 1: Deventer Wint,
RDB, VDLOW. 2: Opposing citizens in Deventer, Hardenberg and Olst-Wijhe and Plaatselijk Belang Kloosterhaar. 3: Local
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energy initiative Deventer and Task force LEI. 4: municipalities Deventer, Hardenberg and Olst-Wijhe. 5: NGOs, LTO,
proposing citizens and wind turbine project lead

The ovals represent the discourse coalitions that can be identified including their statements. Table 5.1
shows the participatory storylines, the related discourse coalitions – for whom the numbers correspond
with the discourse coalitions in figure 5.2 – and a symbolizing quote to identify the participatory
storylines.
Symbolizing quote

Participatory storyline

Stakeholders in coalition

Old wine in new
bottles

The energy transition is necessary, but we believe in the use
of alternative energy resources than wind turbines. We want
to actively be included throughout the process and to be taken
seriously. While we understand that the council makes the
final decision, we want to give input and advice and thereby
influence the decision-making.

Discourse coalition 1:

We do not want wind turbines in our municipalities. In
participation, we want to be taken seriously regarding our
concerns and participation means more than just informing
us. While we understand that the council makes the final
decision, we want to give input and advice and thereby
influence the decision-making. We do not believe that the
council listens to us at this point.

Discourse coalition 2:

The energy transition is necessary, including wind turbines
and solar fields. We believe that redistribution of costs and
benefits is important. The participation process should
therefore involve local ownership and focus on local energy
initiatives. As of yet, participation involves too little local
ownership.

Discourse coalition 3:

The energy transition is necessary, including wind turbines
and solar fields. The challenge, as was given by the region
includes these types of energy and this should be followed.
Participation starts informing citizens and follows a
framework. The council makes the final decision and thereby
uses advice given by stakeholders. If no decision can be
made, other governments might do it for us. In practice, we
see that most citizens are positive about the process, except
for opposing citizens that are simply unwilling to change.

Discourse coalition 4:

The energy transition is necessary, including wind turbines
and solar fields. We believe that redistribution of costs and
benefits is important. We believe that informing is an
important part of participation – as it helps people understand
the necessity. While we understand that the council makes
the final decision, we also believe that stakeholders can give
advice and that the council will use this. So far, we think that
many citizens are satisfied with the participation process.

Discourse coalition 5:

No substantial
discussion is
possible

Local ownership as
participation

The challenge is
already decided
upon; the question
is how

The energy
challenge needs
firm actions

Vereniging Duurzaam Leefbaar
Olst-Wijhe
Deventer Wint
Realistisch Duurzaam Bergentheim

Plaatselijk Belang Kloosterhaar
Citizens Hardenberg – opponents
Citizens Deventer opponents
Citizens Olst-Wijhe - opponents

Local Energy Initiative Deventer
Task force LEI

Municipality Hardenberg
Municipality Deventer
Municipality Olst-Wijhe

Citizens Olst-Wijhe – proponents
LTO
NGOs
Project lead wind turbine project
Hardenberg

Table 5.1: overview of discourse coalitions and participatory storylines
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In the following chapters, the discourse coalitions and their participatory storylines will be further
described. Afterward, the network will be discussed in more detail, investigating the substantiveness of
the participatory storylines and connections between discourse coalitions.

5.1.1 “Old wine in new bottles”
The first prevailing participatory storyline is the storyline that is held by discourse coalition 1 existing
of Deventer Wint, Realistisch Duurzaam Bergentheim and Vereniging Duurzaam Leefbaar Olst-Wijhe.
These three organizations are all protesting groups that were specifically created to oppose the plans that
the municipality presented regarding the energy transition. It is therefore not surprising that these groups
have similar participatory storylines. This section will present the storyline that is symbolized by ‘no
substantial discussion is possible’ and analyze the nuances within this discourse coalition. Figure 5.3
shows the connections between stakeholders and statements.

Figure 5.3: Network of stakeholders in discourse coalition 1 and related statements

For Deventer Wint, RDB and VDLOW the main problem is framed around the use of wind turbines to
generate renewable electricity. They all claim not to be opposed to renewable electricity in general –
even claiming to support the energy transition. Deventer Wint explains: “We are not against wind
turbines. We understand that we need the energy transition for our children and grandchildren”
(Deventer Wint, personal communication, 22-04-2021). These organizations do however think that wind
turbines are a wrong choice.
The opposition to wind turbines has a direct link to their perception of the participation process. All
three organizations experience not to have been taken seriously, as all have opposed to the installation
of wind turbines in their respective municipalities. “The worst thing is, no substantial discussion is
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possible. If you go to the council with a clear report with numbers, they can read it, but there will be no
response” (Realistisch Duurzaam Bergentheim, personal communication, 22-03-2021) states
organization RDB. What these organizations asked for when it comes to participation, is to reconsider
the total offer together and to reconsider the energy mix (i.e. the balance between types of electricity).
Closely related to the energy mix, this discourse coalition also extensively focuses on alternative ways
of generating renewable electricity. This includes solar fields, mainly on roofs, but also the use of bio
gas, a mono digestor and in one specific case an existing NAM well to create geothermal energy. To
this end RDB states: “we need to look for alternatives. In the first meeting, the councilor clearly said
that there would be space for alternatives” (Realistisch Duurzaam Bergentheim, personal
communication, 22-03-2021).
Previous statements relate to the understanding of this discourse coalition that more steps in the
participatory process should have been open to participation. The stakeholders experience that how
participation takes place – mostly project and within a framework of already made decisions – is
constraining and does not leave space for participation regarding the choices that these stakeholders care
for most: the question of which technologies to use and the placement of wind turbines if those turn out
to be the chosen technologies. Exactly these steps, the steps of filtering search areas, creating a municipal
offer for the RES region, are steps that they do not feel included in.
Within the participation process, this discourse coalition additionally thought that the framework was
unclear. There were previously mentioned choices that were already made and set conditions within
which participation should take place. Stakeholders within this discourse coalition say not to have been
aware of this framework or to disagree with it, as it clashes with the promise of participation and their
perception of it.
While the organizations all understand and mention that the council will have the final decision-making
power, they have actively sought to be part of the participation process leading to this decision. In this
coalition, the stakeholders hope to be able to advise the council that represents their preferred
implementation of the energy transition in the municipality. In this way, they can be part of decisionmaking by influencing it. RDB states that “we [RDB] need to present our plans to the council and the
council will decide about that. What those plans would be, would be up to us. We as RDB are very
positive about this. We give option A one hundred percent and something else ninety percent. Something
like that. And that was what we were going to present to the council. That was the plan” (Realistisch
Duurzaam Bergentheim, personal communication, 22-03-2021).
There are nuances and differences to be found among the discourse coalition. Deventer Wint claims that
the council will make its decision without listening to citizens, whereas RDB has said that they do
believe the council will use the provided advice. When looking at the municipal situations of these
organizations, Hardenberg has started a pilot project with an advisory group that RDB is a part of. In
Deventer, however, there are no specific projects in which stakeholders can participate and the process
participation has been shut down due to the heat of the discussions.
Similarly, Deventer Wint and VDLOW experience that participation has been done by informing,
whereas RDB did not suggest this. As RDB had the opportunity to participate in the advisory group –
even though it criticized this group as well – the notion of informing instead of participating is less
prevalent with this organization.
All in all, their participatory storyline is thus: The energy transition is necessary, but we believe in the
use of alternative energy resources than wind turbines. We want to actively be included throughout the
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process and to be taken seriously. While we understand that the council makes the final decision, we
want to give input and advice and thereby influence the decision-making.

5.1.2 “No substantial discussion is possible”
Discourse coalition 2 holds a similar participatory storyline to the first discourse coalition. The
stakeholders include opposing citizens from all three municipalities that have objected to the proposed
energy transition plans in their respective municipalities. It also includes a Plaatselijk Belang
organization of Hardenberg. The participatory storyline that this group holds is represented by a
statement made in an objecting view in Olst-Wijhe: ‘no substantial discussion is possible’.

Figure 5.4: Network of stakeholders in discourse coalition 2 and related statements

The problem statement of the stakeholders in this discourse coalition is similar to the previous. This
group believes that wind turbines are not an optimal energy source. The problem framing to a large
extent focuses on the health risks for citizens and the effects on flora and fauna. Within this group,
concerns are raised regarding the noise disturbance and shadow of the wind turbines. The citizens also
criticize the profitability of wind turbines.
While the problematization of wind turbines is extensive, this discourse coalition pays a lot of attention
to alternatives, many of which are suggested in letters to the council. These include biogas and the mono
digestor that already exists. For this discourse coalition, it is unclear why these alternatives have not
been included in the energy plans of the municipalities.
When it comes to the participatory process, this participatory storyline is focused on the feeling that
citizens were not taken seriously during participation. The stakeholders claim to have tried to participate
but were not listened to by the municipality. For these stakeholders, that is not only unconscious
negligence, but they feel actively ignored and pushed aside during the participatory process.
The citizens that have made these statements are citizens that have submitted their views on the energy
plans of their municipalities. As decisions have been made throughout the last months – the concept
RES and the municipal offers for this concept – this discourse coalition says that their input has not been
reflected in the process and is not acknowledged. Plaatselijk Belang Kloosterhaar stated: ‘This felt like
a knife in the back. This is not how you treat your citizens. Kloosterhaar is going to fight with tooth,
hand, and nail against being mangled between wind turbines’ (Schepers, 2021).
This also comes with strong resistance against the municipal system: the democratic degree of municipal
participation is questioned; a councilor has said to a newspaper that critical citizens are annoying;
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nothing is done with the submitted visions while submitted in unprecedented numbers. This discourse
coalition is mainly identified by the experience of not being taken seriously. One citizen says that he
‘worries about the democratic level of those processes and what happens with input, even without the
restraints of Covid’ (Ubels, 2021A).
Instead of actual participation, much of the participation in their experience is done by informing. Hence
the title of this participatory storyline. The perception is that participation consists of informing – which
is what the municipality has always done. The promised next step of inclusion is not experienced and
the participatory processes are called old wine in new bottles.
Lastly, regarding decision-making, this discourse coalition has little faith in the council. The coalition
thinks that the council is going to decide on the energy transition plans without listening to citizens. This
follows their perception of the process. The decisions that have already been made, were called a ‘knife
in the back’ by a stakeholder in this coalition. ‘That says something about how important the advisory
group is to them [the municipality]. Even more so, because in all documents of the RES I barely found
the word community or citizens’, said Plaatselijk Belang Kloosterhaar (Schepers, 2021).
Three of four stakeholders in this group are citizens. Some of these citizens are affiliated with the
organizations of the first discourse coalition, but some of them are not. A recognizable difference from
the first coalition is a focus on the inability to participate in general and a lack of substantive
understanding of the procedures and possibilities for this group. While the first group criticized how
they could participate, this discourse coalition makes more distant claims.
This all comes together into the following participatory storyline for discourse coalition 2: We do not
want wind turbines in our municipalities. In participation, we want to be taken seriously regarding our
concerns and participation means more than just informing us. While we understand that the council
makes the final decision, we want to give input and advice and thereby influence the decision-making.
We do not believe that the council listens to us at this point.

5.1.3 “Local ownership as participation”
Discourse coalition 3 is a coalition that is defined by the organizations themselves and their goals. The
stakeholders in this discourse coalition are local energy initiatives in the municipalities and task force
Local Energy Initiatives. Unsurprisingly, the participatory storyline of this discourse coalition is framed
around ‘local ownership as participation’.

Figure 5.5: Network of stakeholders in discourse coalition 3 and related statements
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This discourse coalition believes that the energy transition is necessary. This fits the coalition as it is
made up of renewable energy initiatives that already actively partake in the energy transition. Many of
the organizations already existed previous to the RES and have an intrinsic motivation to participate in
the energy transition. This independent existence reflects in the rest of the participatory storyline.
“Immediately, we as energy cooperatives, where a few larger ones were the driving force, have signed
up and said: we want to participate, we want to participate!” (G. Bakema, personal communication, 0204-2021).
While many local energy initiatives are happy to implement the decided upon projects, they seem
uneager to participate in process participation or to facilitate this. One of the stakeholders explained that
their local energy initiative was unwilling to take the role of informing citizens. While the board member
of the energy initiative explained that in the municipality Deventer citizens were hardly informed or
invited to participate, the energy initiative wants to focus on executing the intended projects. They leave
the rest of the responsibility of participation to the municipality, as the RES is a municipal goal: “not all
local energy cooperatives in municipalities are active enough to fully commit to implementing the energy
objective. So this needs an extra bit of stimulation by municipalities to invite cooperatives and give them
the possibility to help shape the challenge” (G. Bakema, personal communication, 02-04-2021).
As of yet, this discourse coalition does think that local ownership is underrepresented in the RES
process. The task force LEI explains that they have advocated in favor of local ownership and got a fifty
percent target throughout the whole RES region West-Overijssel. However, when looking at the local
energy initiatives and what they are generating and planning to generate, this adds up to a third of the
needed energy supply. “Only a small part of the total has now been covered by local energy initiatives”
(G. Bakema, personal communication, 02-04-2021).
The discourse coalition acknowledges that different approaches are possible regarding local ownership,
but in many municipalities, local ownership and joining energy initiatives are not stimulated in any way.
Neither is creating a local energy initiative stimulated.
The representative for energy initiatives mentioned wanting to keep in their lane: facilitating in project
participation but not in process participation. Some of the cooperatives, often the larger ones, are eager
to participate and get to be involved on a regional level. In some municipalities, they are also identified
as stakeholders and asked for input during participation, but the local energy initiatives in this coalition
are unwilling to facilitate the participation steps that include citizen informing. Meanwhile, they do
envision an approach where the initiatives get to execute the projects, as that is their goal.
The participatory storyline of discourse coalition 3 is: The energy transition is necessary, including wind
turbines and solar fields. We believe that redistribution of costs and benefits is important. The
participation process should therefore involve local ownership and focus on local energy initiatives. As
of yet, participation involves too little local ownership.

5.1.4 “The challenge is already decided upon; the question is how”
The fourth participatory storyline is framed around the idea that ‘the challenge is already decided upon;
the question is how’. This participatory storyline is held by the governmental stakeholders: the three
municipalities. These stakeholders make up discourse coalition 4.
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Figure 5.6: Network of stakeholders in discourse coalition 4 and related statements

This participatory storyline opposes the first two presented storylines. For this discourse coalition, the
energy transition is a necessity – something that many other stakeholders agree upon. However, the
perception of the problem statement for participation for this discourse coalition is that wind turbines
are definitively placed and that the question should be where. Participation that is facilitated by the
stakeholders from this discourse coalition is thus focused around projects and already decided upon
search areas.
The idea that the problem statement is mainly the conditions of the already chosen wind turbines is
closely related to the shared understanding that the participation process starts with a framework. For
these stakeholders, a clear challenge was presented. From the national government, even from the United
Nations, a target was set and this was translated into regional and municipal offers to be established. As
the presented challenge also stipulated the types of electricity to be used, namely wind and solar, the
stakeholders in this discourse coalition believe in a framework and separation between process and
project participation. A policy officer said: “it is not like all citizens of Hardenberg can say: we like this
spot. Still, during the RES process, many parties seemed to think that that was the way to establish
search locations. I think that’s an illusion. You [municipality] should first look: where are the chances?”
(P. Hermans, personal communication, 01-04-2021).
The offer presented to the RES was only partially discussed, for example only with some specifically
chosen stakeholders in Deventer; for Olst-Wijhe and Hardenberg, this step was mostly informing. For
the stakeholders in this discourse coalition that is an important step: informing and explaining what is
being done and why. The statement that is thus also made by opposing discourse coalitions, saying that
participation was mainly done by informing, is partly supported by the municipalities. They do frame
this more positively, saying that it upskills the citizens and other stakeholders.
While the stakeholders in this discourse coalition spoke with citizens, which they did as facilitators of
participatory and informatory events, they also say that citizens were mostly positive. Of course, as they
explain, some citizens are unwilling to change and it is difficult for citizens that are used to things
working in a specific way. However, they mostly receive positive feedback and people understand the
necessity and steps that are taken. This perception of the citizens is different from other citizen opinions
that have been represented in previous participatory storylines. Councilors spoke of the silent majority
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of citizens that were understanding and that even said that they found it difficult to participate in the
process and policy steps and therefore gave the municipality their blessing.
Regarding decision-making, the municipalities have a constructive trust in the councils. The discourse
coalition believes that the council makes the final decision, but will take into account the advice that is
given for specific projects. This is considered to be true because stakeholders from this discourse
coalition explain that support from citizens is needed for councils: they are representatives of the citizens
and they need to establish trust. In Hardenberg, the extensive protests have incentivized some of the
council members to ask critical questions.
Another important message that was repeated by this discourse coalition is that higher-level
governments can potentially take control and make the decisions if the municipality is unable to. In
Hardenberg specifically, the councilor and municipality officer worried about this possibility. They have
the perception that the province – normally the authority in charge of spatial quality – is eager to cluster
the wind turbines throughout the region. The piece of land in Hardenberg that is already selected is a
well-suited area for a cluster of wind turbines. This is a message that this stakeholder coalition also aims
to convey. “My message to the people is: keep the responsibility, decide for yourselves. If you do not,
and that sounds like a threat – I am always a suspect when I use these words of power, but I am serious
– if you do not stay in charge and say that you do not want wind… Then we are fooling the people
because the province is going to catch up. I am convinced.” (J. ten Kate, personal communication, 0704-2021).
Throughout this coalition of stakeholders, differences and nuances can be identified. The municipality
Hardenberg stands out because this stakeholder agrees that the framework for the pilot project was
unclear. “During the first lockdown [of COVID-19], when we were unable to physically get together,
we decided to survey to see how everything was going, for the advisory group, the land owners and the
citizens. It mostly turned out that people needed a more specific framework. So we have made it more
specific and more targeted towards wind” (J. ten Kate, personal communication, 07-04-2021). While
this did not change the framework as envisioned by the municipality, it does show that they acknowledge
the perception of the other stakeholders. This will be further elaborated in chapter 5.3 on the shifts in
participatory storylines.
For this discourse coalition, the overarching participatory storyline is: The energy transition is necessary,
including wind turbines and solar fields. The challenge, as was given by the region includes these types
of energy and this should be followed. Participation starts informing citizens and follows a framework.
The council makes the final decision and thereby uses advice given by stakeholders. If no decision can
be made, other governments might do it for us. In practice, we see that most citizens are positive about
the process, except for opposing citizens that are simply unwilling to change.

5.1.5 “The energy challenge needs firm actions”
Discourse coalition 5 consists of citizens that are proponents of the suggested energy transition plans,
NGOs united and represented by Natuur & Milieu Overijssel, LTO and the project lead for a wind
turbine pilot project. The stakeholders are united in their positive attitude towards the plans, represented
by ‘the large challenge needs large actions’. This discourse coalition exists of stakeholders with fewer
statements made, therefore the description and further analysis are less substantial than the prior
discourse coalition.
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Figure 5.7: Network of stakeholders in discourse coalition 5 and related statements

For this discourse coalition, the problem framing is very much surrounded by the statement that the
energy transition is necessary. Especially citizens, NGOs and the project lead extensively express their
concerns for the future of the planet and the risks that climate change brings. Not only do the
stakeholders support this general ambition, but they also specifically support the Paris Agreement, which
is the origin of the RES. Citizens said: ‘to make the world livable and future-proof for the coming
generations, it is important to reach the climate goals as they have been set. Such as generating 20% of
the energy demand within municipal borders in 2023. And to reduce CO2 emissions by 49% in 2030’
(Anonymous, 2019).
As a logical next step, this discourse coalition supports the installation of wind turbines. LTO supports
this, as wind turbines are less unbeneficial for the agricultural sector than solar fields. The other
stakeholders believe that wind turbines are most effective given the current possibilities and the
ambition. To that extent, a statement by citizens was that ‘to reach this [climate goals in the RES], largescale renewable energy sources are necessary. Without this, it is not going to work. Especially wind
turbines are necessary to reach the set targets’ (Anonymous, 2019).
As these stakeholders understand the process, they believe in the decision-making power of the council
and the ability of the council to take into consideration the advice given. The citizens in this discourse
coalition have done the effort of writing their views and submitting these to the council. The project lead
is part of the advisory group of the pilot project and the NGOs and LTO are part of a regional advisory
board. This shows their trust and involvement.
There are differences among the stakeholders in this discourse coalition. NGOs are specifically focused
on local ownership. As NMO is an organization that also coaches local energy initiatives, this approach
makes sense. The organization wants the energy transition to be accessible for citizens – also citizens
with a small budget. LTO on the other hand has been categorized in this group based on limited
statements. They could belong in other groups if more in-depth statements were available for this
stakeholder.
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The overall participatory storyline of discourse coalition 5 is: The energy transition is necessary,
including wind turbines and solar fields. We believe that redistribution of costs and benefits is important.
We believe that informing is an important part of participation – as it helps people understand the
necessity. While we understand that the council makes the final decision, we also believe that
stakeholders can give advice and that the council will use this. So far, we think that many citizens are
satisfied with the participation process.

5.1.6 The network of discourse coalitions: substantiveness and connections
In Figures 5.1 and 5.2, all connections between discourses can be identified visually. While all
statements can also be found in Appendix 4, this network gives some primary insights into the
connections between discourse coalitions and statements, and between discourse coalitions among each
other.
Firstly, some discourse coalitions (1 and 4) share multiple statements on different storyline elements
and are therefore closely tied discourse coalitions. Their participatory storylines are most substantive.
Other discourse coalitions (like 2 and 3) are visibly less connected: they congregate around statements
that are important for them and that characterize their participatory storyline but show a less holistic
participatory storyline.
In line with the content of the participatory storylines, some less-connected discourse coalitions show
overlap with tighter-connected discourse coalitions: for the most part, discourse coalition 2 (opposing
citizens and Plaatselijk Belang) follows similar statements to discourse coalition 1 (Deventer Wint,
RDB, VDLOW). The same goes for LTO and NGOs following similar statements to the municipalities.
These connections, also concerning the participatory procedures as they have happened, are further
iterated in the co-occurrence analysis.

5.2 Discourse coalitions’ co-occurrence: coinciding and clashing participatory storylines
The next step of analysis is the co-occurrence between discourse coalitions. In chapter 5.1 five discourse
coalitions and their participatory storylines were identified. These participatory storylines in themselves
are insightful into the understandings that different stakeholders hold and the similarity among
stakeholders. To get more insights into the similarities and differences between participatory storylines
and the implications of those similarities and differences, the co-occurrence is interesting to research.
The participatory storylines of discourse coalitions can either clash, loosely coincide or coincide with
each other.

5.2.1 Municipal authorities as facilitators of participatory procedure
The first interesting participatory storyline to investigate is that of discourse coalition 4. This group of
stakeholders includes the facilitators of participatory processes in municipal cases. The interpretation of
these stakeholders is guiding, as they are the designers of the procedures. However, the perception of
these stakeholders regarding participation and what they aim for in the design of the procedures can
contradict what other stakeholders experience.
Firstly, municipalities claim that participation is open to citizens, businesses and other stakeholders. The
municipalities thus feel like they facilitate participation for everyone. When looking into the perceptions
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of different discourse coalitions (1 and 2) and their participatory storylines, the conception that citizens
are welcome is often not shared. The other discourse coalitions also want citizens and businesses to be
included, but say that citizens are not taken seriously and that stakeholders should have been allowed to
participate in more steps of the process. While discourse coalition 4 seemed to want the same thing as
the opposing coalitions wanted, the lived experiences show that in execution, their participatory
storyline was not translated into the procedures. This resulted in a clash.
Similarly, there seems to be a clash with other discourse coalitions regarding the existence of a
framework. The challenge is already defined and participation can be implemented for specifically
chosen elements of the challenge. The facilitators of participation that are gathered in discourse coalition
4 are clear about their perception of the scope of participation: some elements are up for discussion and
participation, but many elements are already determined. Being the designers of the procedures, this is
likely described in the plans and policies regarding the energy transition. However, other stakeholders
have problematized the existence of a framework: some do not agree with it. They would have wanted
to be involved in more steps of the process.
Other discourse coalitions considered the framework unclear. They were unaware of the set
preconditions for participation. The perception of the discourse coalition 4 is not untrue: multiple
stakeholders seem to understand that some type of framework needs to be in place. However, in the
procedures, this framework was not prevailing for all stakeholders, also resulting in a clash of
compatibility.
For the decision-making process in place, the participatory storyline of discourse coalition 4 mostly
coincides with other discourse coalitions. Discourse coalitions agree that the council will be responsible
for the final decision. Discourse coalition 4 is most optimistic about the council’s ability to take advice
and input from other stakeholders into consideration. This wish is shared by other stakeholders and thus
coincides. In discourse coalitions 1 and 2 however, the experience is that the council does not listen –
creating a clash between the experience of discourse coalition 4 and discourse coalitions 1 and 2
regarding this topic.
All in all, even though discourse coalition 4 facilitates participation, that does not imply that it is smooth
sailing. The perceptions of the facilitators in how participation should be designed do not coincide one
hundred percent with the experiences of other stakeholders. The unclarity of the framework and lack of
communication established clashes between the participatory storyline of discourse coalition 4 and other
stakeholders.

5.2.2 Supporting stakeholders as promotors of participatory procedure
The discourse coalition that is closest related to discourse coalition 4 is discourse coalition 5. This
participatory storyline, held by stakeholders in favor of the transition and the participatory procedure,
coincides with discourse coalition 4. Discourse coalition 5 is made up of supporting stakeholders:
positive citizens, NGOs, LTO and an energy project executive.
Discourse coalition 5 presents many of the same understandings as discourse coalition 4. Their main
focus is on the problem statement. For this stakeholder, the problem statement contains the necessity of
the energy transition, the achievement of Paris Agreement targets and the importance of energy projects,
specifically wind turbines. These aspects are the basis for the framework that municipalities have tried
to create, so in that sense, the participatory storyline coincides with the procedure that facilitators from
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discourse coalition 4 have set out, with regards to the aspects deemed most important by this discourse
coalition.
For the execution of the framework and the problem statement, the participatory storyline follows
discourse coalition 4 and this results in similar clashes with the other discourse coalitions. This is again
because the framework was used for the design, while unclear for many stakeholders.
Similarly to discourse coalition 4, discourse coalition 5 believes that most citizens are positive about the
participation – as a silent majority. This potentially clashes with other participatory storylines. While
there are no known numbers on attitudes among citizens in the three case municipalities, it is evident
that the protesting organizations receive a lot of support and that other protesting citizens have submitted
their views to the councils and voiced opinions in other media. While there is potentially a silent group
of proponents, it cannot be assumed that this is the majority.
As was said in section 5.1.6, the participatory storyline of this discourse coalition mostly follows the
storyline of discourse coalition 4. The positive citizens put trust in the municipalities’ work and get less
involved themselves. This substantiates the participatory storyline of discourse coalition 4 in
participation.

5.2.3 Opposing citizens as nay-sayers
A participatory storyline that opposes discourse coalitions 4 and 5 most is that of discourse coalition 2,
the participatory storyline around ‘old wine in new bottles’. This discourse coalition’s participatory
storyline clashes with discourse coalition 4 mostly regarding the perception of the problem.
The participatory storyline of discourse coalition 2 mainly focuses on the perception of the problem,
namely the idea that wind turbines should not be installed and that alternatives should be investigated.
When comparing this to the designed procedure, this creates a clash. The challenge for the RES was
already framed within wind and solar. The question that facilitators thus want to build the participation
around is where to install solar fields and wind turbines, and under which conditions. Discourse coalition
2 would rather discuss whether they should be installed at all.
The discourse coalition also argues in favor of alternatives, with specific localized examples. Again, the
challenge is nationally limited to specific types of electricity. Also, one of the councilors explained, the
alternatives that are presented can generate heat (biogas, mono digestor), but not electricity. These
alternatives can therefore not be taken into account in the municipal RES offers.
For the perception of the process, the participatory storyline of discourse coalition 2 also clashes with
discourse coalition 4. The discourse coalition had the perception that they were going to be asked to
participate in more steps and were disappointed when they were not. The participatory procedure was
not designed to have active participation in the first phase (the process participation), because the focus
would be on project participation – a step that is currently being implemented or still has to start.
Closely related is the clash about how participation should take place. Up until now, this has mainly
been informing – as facilitators say: they want to explain what is going to happen and why it is necessary
– while these stakeholders would have wanted to actively partake in discussions and advice. Discourse
coalition 2 states that it has all mainly been informing up until now, even though the stakeholders would
have rather seen it differently. Therefore: old wine in new bottles.
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5.2.4 Protesters as understanding opposers
The discourse coalition that is similar to the previous one is discourse coalition 1. It holds the conception
that ‘no substantial discussion is possible’. This discourse coalition is made out of protesting groups.
Their ideas loosely coincide with discourse coalition 2. Similar to discourse coalition 2, this group’s
preconceptions about the participation also clash with discourse coalitions 4 and 5 on multiple occasions.
In the problem-framing, a similar problem arises, as did for discourse coalition 2. The stakeholders want
to prevent wind turbines from being installed at the proposed locations and instead want to focus on
alternatives. These are parts of the challenge that do not allow for participation, creating a clash. The
discourse coalition, therefore, campaigns for scenarios that are not among the scenarios to be chosen
from. This discrepancy creates a clash.
Within this coalition, there was a clear critique on steps already taken without open participation: the
filtering process into specific search areas, the considerations for specific project areas, even the
municipal offer and the energy mix that the council has pledged to the RES. The belief that stakeholders
would be involved in those steps results in a clash. As such open participation was not intended, but the
stakeholders in this discourse coalition actively promote it, this clash becomes an important point of
focus in interactions between the facilitators and stakeholders from this coalition.
A result of this clash is that the organizations do not feel like they are taken seriously. The stakeholders
in this discourse coalition have specifically been founded for the procedures that are currently happening
around the energy transition and they are eager to share their opinions and knowledge. When they
actively seek to talk to the council or municipality, they get no reply or a negative one. While the
municipalities aim to inform the other stakeholders, discourse coalition 1 would want to reciprocally
inform the municipality and council about their concerns. This results in a clash.
Regarding the co-occurrence on the perception of the decision-making, it is interesting to note that one
of the stakeholders has already been involved in project participation. This stakeholder is already more
aligned with the stakeholders from discourse coalitions 4 and 5. This stakeholder believes that the
council will use the advice of the advisory group that the stakeholder is a part of. The other two
stakeholders in this discourse coalition claim that the council is going to make its decision without taking
into account the opinion of citizens.
Much like discourse coalitions 4 and 5, discourse coalitions 1 and 2 coincide. The storyline of opposing
citizens is less substantive than that of protesting organizations. Protesting organizations are more
involved in participation and represent opposing citizens in these procedures. The co-occurrence of these
discourse coalitions has a productive effect: it strengthens the storyline of the protesting organizations.

5.2.5 Energy initiatives as campaigners for local ownership
For discourse coalition 3, the participatory storyline is narrow and therefore potential co-occurrence is
also narrow. This discourse coalition is focused on ‘local ownership as participation’.
While the discourse coalition does not portray specific perceptions for the rest of the problem or process,
there is a clash between their perceptions regarding local ownership in participation so far. This
discourse coalition has been focused on creating local ownership for the energy transition projects. The
stakeholders, themselves local energy initiatives, are willing to actively have a role in the execution of
projects and to partially own these projects. To that extent, they are not only in discussion with their
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municipalities to see what can be done, but they also created a task force on a regional level for local
energy initiatives.
However, in the current steps of the process, local ownership has not played the role that this discourse
coalition envisions. While in the framework, the RES agreed to fifty percent local ownership, the
municipal offers and projects do not account for this. Current production and what is in the pipeline
combined, local energy initiatives will generate a third of the objected fifty percent.
According to this discourse coalition, the current lack of local initiatives should result in a focus on local
ownership in the participation. The task force believes that there should be more capacity for local
ownership, but that this is not stimulated enough. Some councilors have also identified this problem, so
the storylines do not clash completely, but when compared to the other participatory storylines, this
participatory storyline only loosely coincides.

All in all, the co-occurrence of the different discourse coalitions is multifaceted. The participatory
storyline of discourse coalitions 1 and 2 coincide with each other, but clash on the perception of the
problem statement and perception of the process with other coalitions. For discourse coalition 4, the
facilitator of the participatory procedures, the highest co-occurrence is found with discourse coalition 5,
but many envisioned and realized notions clash with the ideas and experiences of discourse coalitions
1, 2 and 3.
The co-occurrence is important to investigate because it gives insight into the matches and mismatches
between the perceptions of the ‘rules of the game’. However, the participatory storylines are not set in
stone and therefore it is interesting to discuss changes in participatory storylines since the beginning of
the RES process.

5.3 Changes in participatory storylines
While identifying the participatory storylines, it became evident that changes have occurred among the
storylines of multiple discourse coalitions. As has been shown, stakeholders arrive at the table with
already set ideas about what to discuss, whom to discuss it with and how to discuss it. In this section,
the shifts of discourse coalitions regarding their participatory storylines are described.

5.3.1 Facilitators changing participatory storylines
Firstly, the facilitators, represented in discourse coalition 4, have shifted in some participatory storyline
elements over time.
In Hardenberg, stakeholders from discourse coalitions 1 and 2 pledged that the framework had been
unclear. While the problem statement was defined by the municipality and council, this was vague for
participants and critique was voiced. The protesting stakeholders would have rather seen the framework
being opened up more, leaving room for alternatives to wind turbines and discussion about the municipal
offer. Even though this did not happen, the municipality agreed to the idea that the framework was
unclear and tried to improve the participatory procedure by clarifying the exact challenge for the
advisory group and laying out the rules of the game more precisely.
The councilor of Hardenberg also expressed the importance of local ownership, which they now deemed
more important than before. As local ownership creates responsibility among citizens and stakeholders,
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it could also prove to create support. This idea coincides especially with objections from stakeholders
that are presented in discourse coalitions 1, 2 and 3.
In Olst-Wijhe, the facilitating stakeholders changed the process, creating more participation
possibilities. With much protests from stakeholders in discourse coalitions 1 and 2, the municipality
added a policy last-minute that describes how project participation should be designed and that enables
such an area process without any specific project in development. This can be done to practice with the
processes and see what it can bring to the region without a developer and specific project plans. The
process helps stakeholders that ask to be involved in more steps of the process: they can take active
responsibility and discover opportunities for themselves.
On the other hand, in Olst-Wijhe the participatory procedure has also been shifted due to citizens that
were positive about the energy transition, who are part of discourse coalition 5. During the process, the
councilor experienced that while talking to the citizens, many of them said that they understood that the
energy transition was needed and even that wind turbines were needed. When asked to discuss the
location for these wind turbines, citizens indicated that they found that too difficult to do or unfair
because everyone would choose the other side of the municipality. The councilor explained that the
participation for this part was downsized; that the municipality descended on the ladder of participation.

5.3.2 Other participatory storyline changes
There were also changes in the participatory storylines of other discourse coalitions throughout the
experience of participation in the participatory procedures.
First, RDB and Deventer Wint from discourse coalition 1 have adjusted multiple perceptions due to the
process. When it comes to the problem statement and their envisioned solution, both still do not believe
that wind turbines are the best possible outcome. They still envision alternatives and would rather
renegotiate the municipal offer that has been made. However, throughout the process, both organizations
have indicated to be willing to adapt. While they do not prefer wind turbines, they are willing to be
involved in the process even if wind turbines are the outcome. They would shift the problem statement
towards ‘wind turbines are going to be installed, the question is where’. This influences their attitude
towards participation and advice. Both of the organizations would rather be involved to make it the best
situation possible given the conditions.
Furthermore, the project lead of Hardenberg’s pilot project and NMO, both from discourse coalition 5,
have mentioned that they envision a different approach for participation for all stakeholders when it
comes to attitudes. Throughout the participation the stakes were high. These stakeholders advocated for
a more vulnerable approach. This does not refer to a specific point of the process, but the entire process.
For these stakeholders, a process should involve more feedback between stakeholders and throughout
the process. Everything that is currently done, is piloting and therefore is a learning process, according
to the project lead. NMO similarly encourages that stakeholders emphasize with each other more often
and that stakeholders can learn from each other.

5.3.3 Dynamic discourse coalitions and discursive boundary work
Changing participatory storylines relate to the dynamic discourse coalitions (DDC) approach as
described by Metze and Dodge (2016).
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This study relates to the DDC approach because it focuses on discourse coalitions and the interactions
within and between coalitions. For Metze and Dodge (2016) the ‘boundary object’ is the discourse
around a problem. To extrapolate the DDC approach to this study and its results, the boundary object
should be defined broader: the existing discourses around participation as presented in participatory
storylines. When this broader interpretation is used, boundary work can be identified in the results of
this research.
First, Metze & Dodge (2016) present bridging within a discourse coalition as ‘discourse coalition
confirmation’. This perpetuates the existing storyline by ‘supportive’ facts. This can for example be
found in the discourse coalition existing of municipalities in the way that they promote wind turbines as
a solution, saying that in municipalities where wind turbines have been installed, citizens and flora and
fauna do not experience harm.
Demarcating with a discourse coalition is ‘discourse coalition disintegration’ which happens if a
discourse coalition is unable to make sense of facts (Metze & Dodge, 2016). In this research discourse
coalitions do make statements that are not factual: protesters claimed that massive wind turbines were
going to be installed. Councilors explained that this was not the case – that no decisions were made as
those project-related choices were going to be the subject of participation. Such statements could thus
not be upheld. The discourse coalition however still opposes wind turbines, even if they are smaller than
expected. Demarcating is thus not evident in this research.
Bridging between discourse coalitions is ‘discourse coalition integration’ and connects storylines, which
results in the integration of discourse coalitions (Metze & Dodge, 2016). This has mostly happened in
this research when it comes to local ownership. While it was in the framework for municipalities, it was
not emphasized at first during the participatory procedures. As the discourse coalition that promotes
local ownership and energy initiatives advocated for their cause, municipalities got more appreciative
of the importance of local ownership. Not only as an end in itself but also as a means towards more
societal support.
Lastly, demarcating between discourse coalitions is ‘discourse coalition polarization’. Discourse
coalitions compete with frames and storylines, which results in a stalemate (Metze & Dodge, 2016).
This prevailed on several occasions in this research. Discourse coalitions got stuck regarding opposing
facts. For municipalities, it was wind and solar energy only; for opposing stakeholders, wind turbines
were infeasible and undesirable. Opposing stakeholders wanted to discuss the size of the municipal offer
and the filtering process towards the search areas; municipalities said that those were set decisions within
the framework for participation and thus not up for deliberation. Citizens from one discourse coalition
agreed with the participatory approach and supported how stakeholders were included, while citizens
from the other discourse coalition stated that the municipality completely overlooked them.
These last sections show the changes in participatory storylines in relation to the DDC approach.
Facilitating stakeholders seem able to adapt according to participatory storylines of other discourse
coalitions. For example, municipality Hardenberg has provided the information requested by the
advisory group of which RDB is a part. In return, RDB – while still adamant on the prevention of wind
turbines – remains a part of the process even if it does not present the problem statement that they would
most willingly participate in. Also, if stakeholders are ‘vulnerable’, that is honest, about their
perceptions, like the project lead and NGOs suggest looking at the participation, changes can potentially
be made in time, like the addition that Olst-Wijhe made to the project participation.
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5.4 Lessons to be learned
While the last paragraphs have looked at the past and present, participation within the RES has not been
finished. This paragraph presents potential improvements of the participatory procedures that
stakeholders have provided to improve co-occurrence and thereby create more productive participation.

5.4.1 Communicate and streamline expectations
The first and foremost learned lesson is to communicate the set framework clearly and to streamline
expectations for all stakeholders. This came up in discourse coalitions 1, 3 and 4. Councilors from
multiple municipalities attested to this possible improvement. “I think if I had to do it again, I would be
even clearer: which frames are already there and what is already decided upon and why. Explain why
we cannot just start with an empty piece of paper” (M. Blind, personal communication, 06-04-2021). In
Hardenberg, they even started with this improvement (J. ten Kate, personal communication, 07-042021).
This improvement could result in better alignment between participatory storylines and the participatory
procedure, as stakeholders would at least understand the parameters of participation. Even opposing
organizations mentioned this lesson learned. “Be clear beforehand: wind turbines and nothing else. Do
not come around later. Just honest and clear communication. And that has been absent” (Realistisch
Duurzaam Bergentheim, personal communication, 22-03-2021). Even if the choices within the
framework are different from the organization’s preferred solution, they would desire a clear
understanding of the framework and expectations.
Clarifying the framework would also reduce the time spent discussing. While the choices are ‘painful’
(G. Bakema, personal communication, 02-04-2021), the “municipalities, and more generally
governments, need to make clear that this [installing wind turbines] is politically supported and that
that discussion should not be reiterated” (G. Bakema, personal communication, 02-04-2021).
Not only is this improvement valuable for facilitators and participants, but the decision-making could
also improve, according to a policy officer. They mention including the council in the communication
of the framework and streamlining of expectations (P. Hermans, personal communication, 01-04-2021).
The council is the decision-maker in all cases and including the council in this communication helps
them understand why certain choices are made.
While a framework is essential, according to the municipalities, one of the councilors did recommend a
more bottom-up process: “If I had to do it again, I would want to do it more bottom-up. […] In the end,
we went to the village and said: ‘420 TJ has to be generated here’. It is all very reasonable and logical.
This area is and will be promising for wind. But those people feel attacked and that is justifiable as
well” (J. ten Kate, personal communication, 07-04-2021).
This recommendation does not mean that there is no more framework but takes citizens along with the
thought process more early on. This could result in more understanding.

5.4.2 Include more possible solutions
A contradicting recommendation is to keep the process open and to leave space for more types of
solutions than wind turbines and solar panels. This was suggested by stakeholders in discourse coalition
1.
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While protesting organization RDB has recommended better communication about the framework, more
preferably, they would have a more bottom-up process altogether. “Give us the freedom to think for
ourselves. […] Open up the scope and ask people to come with their ideas. There are plenty of ideas.
Do not demarcate too much” (Realistisch Duurzaam Bergentheim, personal communication, 22-032021). Deventer Wint similarly recommended taking all those decision steps in the filtering process
together, as that is their definition of participation (Deventer Wint, personal communication, 22-042021).

5.4.3 More local ownership
A broad-based recommendation was that there should be more focus on local ownership in the
participation process. Local energy initiatives and the task force Local Energy Initiatives find that there
has been little focus and that it was not actively promoted to create or join initiatives (G. Bakema,
personal communication, 02-04-2021, L. Broere, personal communication, 16-04-2021).
One councilor also mentioned this lesson learned, mainly because local energy initiatives result in shared
responsibility and thus more positive local involvement (J. ten Kate, personal communication, 07-042021).
For a policy official, the inclusion of local ownership is also important for credibility, because many
municipalities and RESs have claimed that they want the revenue to stay in the region. If municipalities
make no effort to stimulate local ownership, market parties will be searched – often not in the region:
“that would become an awkward story to explain to society” (P. Hermans, personal communication, 0104-2021).

5.4.4 Clear distinction between responsibilities of governments
Lastly, recommendations were given about the responsibilities of different levels of governments by
discourse coalitions 4 and 5. This lesson learned – that is further from the cases – does influence specific
participatory processes.
In a normal situation, the province is above municipalities but during the RES they are both stakeholders
on a regional level, which results in tensions (L. Broere, personal communication, 16-04-2021).
Clarifying the responsibilities among them and collaborating with equality, could improve the current
situation. In one case, stakeholders warned for the province or national government to take over charge
(P. Hermans, personal communication, 01-04-2021); with clear responsibilities, this hesitation would
be taken away.
Meanwhile, it was also recommended that the national government would take more responsibility in
informing and creating awareness. The RES could use an ambassador that could appear in talk shows
and inform (M. Blind, personal communication, 06-04-2021).
Also, delineating the responsibilities on a regional and national level could result in more cooperation.
Natuur & Milieu discussed the possibility of compensating among municipalities if some were able to
generate a surplus of renewable energy, using money or services as leverage (L. Broere, personal
communication, 16-04-2021). This could reduce the challenge for municipalities that struggle with the
challenge, and meanwhile benefits the municipalities that can make up for the others.
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Going forward, there are many lessons learned by the stakeholders involved. The rules of the game are
still to be streamlined among stakeholders and in the participatory procedures. What however can be
assessed from the presented analysis is that the ‘players of the game’ are increasingly aware of the rules,
their role in it and are exploring possible moves.

5.5 Synthesis chapter
In this research, 170 statements by sixteen stakeholders were coded into 21 storyline elements. The
deconstruction of interviews and quotes back into participatory storylines of five different discourse
coalitions aimed to give insight into the clashes and co-occurrences between the discourse coalitions.
First, the discourse coalitions and their participatory storylines were identified. Here, interestingly, the
notion that the energy transition is necessary was broadly held among discourse coalitions. The solution
however was debated among stakeholders: while a few firmly believed that wind turbines should be
avoided due to negative effects, the facilitating governmental stakeholders had already decided upon the
usage of wind turbines. Not only that – in some cases, search areas and project areas had been identified
at the start of the process without citizen involvement. This friction seeped through into the statements
regarding the process. For facilitating stakeholders, it was clear that participation should start with a
framework, whereas opposing stakeholders would rather start from scratch and go through the process
together.
The extent to which participatory storylines clashed is approximated in the co-occurrence in 5.2. Here,
it was evident that the participatory storylines of the two discourse coalition with more opposing views
were clashing most, not only in the problem statement but also in the understanding of how the process
should be designed. Furthermore, changes were detected in procedures and participatory storylines of
governmental stakeholders. These were identified and related to the DDC (dynamic discourse coalition)
approach.
This chapter showed that the field of discourse coalitions is widespread, as well as the imagined way
forward: some stakeholders want the framework to open up, while others think that expectations need
to be cleared out and reined in. The chapter however also showed that there is common ground.
Stakeholders seem willing to find this common ground if the process and rules of the game are thought
fair and clear. To illustrate: in the deconstruction of participatory storylines, the opposition to wind
turbines was often intertwined with dissatisfaction around the process. These stakeholders were
experienced as nay-sayers who disagreed with everything. In interviews, these stakeholders attested that
they would be willing to discuss wind turbines – even though it would not have their preference – if they
would be taken along in the decision-making and filtering process of specific search areas and projects.
While this chapter thus illustrates many different understandings of participation, it also exposes
possibilities for stakeholders. In this chapter, results were analyzed and it was displayed how certain
results relate to each other. The following step is to investigate how the results relate to the existing
body of literature.
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Chapter 6 – Discussion
The previous chapters presented the results of the research question aimed to be answered: ‘How do
participatory storylines in the RES process in municipalities Deventer, Hardenberg and Olst-Wijhe in
region West-Overijssel coincide?’
In this chapter, the results will critically be examined in light of the existing body of theory, limitations
and suggestions. In section 6.1 the results are restated and commented upon using theories as presented
in the Theory chapter and additional relating theories. In section 6.2, limitations are presented as an
evaluation of the results. Section 6.3 includes suggestions: what questions remain unanswered and what
recommendations for further progress. This chapter will be concluded by a synthesis of the chapter.

6.1 Commenting on results
In the previous chapters, the results were presented. First, chapter 4 presented the participatory
procedures and stakeholders in the chosen cases.

6.1.1 Participatory procedures in the chosen cases: no deliberative processes
Chapter 4 sketched the context for the region RES West-Overijssel and three specific cases of Deventer,
Hardenberg and Olst-Wijhe.
The three chosen municipalities’ participatory procedures were most alike deliberative processes. As
was established directly though, they were no real deliberative processes. Literature shows that
deliberative processes enable authentic dialogue between diverse stakeholders who acknowledge their
interdependence – they understand that they need to work together to solve a problem (Innes & Booher,
2003). Additionally, deliberative processes ‘encourage and empower all sorts of actors to participate in
decision-making’ (Metze, 2010). Most importantly, participating stakeholders were not directly
involved in decision-making but merely invited to participate in policy-creation and advisory work. In
the process, typical indicators like authentic dialogue and acknowledgment of interdependence were not
always found.
Chapter 4 presented a distinction between process and project participation: participation creating input
for the framework and policy, and for the specific energy projects respectively. Some municipalities had
clear ideas about this distinction: Deventer aimed mostly on project participation, focusing on local
energy initiatives and local ownership. Meanwhile, they did include much process participation.
Deventer’s protesting organization Deventer Wint mostly critiqued the participatory procedures,
problematizing the exclusion of participation during the process phase. This critique was an important
aspect of Deventer Wint’s participatory storyline and was the main struggle they presented. The
representative claimed that Deventer Wint would have been more open to municipal ideas if they would
have been included in earlier steps and parts of the process.
Similarly, Hardenberg had organized some activities for input in the process phase and then created the
framework that they envisioned. In the project phase, stakeholders were welcome to participate more
intricately using the framework that had been established. The protesting organization, RDB, but also
citizen organization Plaatselijk Belang Kloosterhaar, problematized the framework, arguing that they,
first of all, did not know about the framework and secondly did not know and understand the
considerations and would want to renegotiate those considerations.
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In this research, the distinction made between process and project participation seemed to be an
important element of the participatory storylines of stakeholders. Participants in project participation
felt excluded from process participation, especially those participants whose participatory storylines
were not represented in the choices made in process participation.

6.1.2 Discourse coalitions and participatory storylines: the usual suspects but unexpected similarities
Next, discourse coalitions and their participatory storylines were presented. Five discourse coalitions
were identified around different participatory storylines. These discourse coalitions mainly included
usual suspects: municipalities were gathered in one discourse coalition; protesting organizations in
another; and protesting citizens from different municipalities were also grouped.
The connections between the discourse coalitions were visualized in figures 5.1 and 5.2. These figures
show the five discourse coalitions and the statements that link them. Discourse coalitions made out of
municipalities and protesting organizations have many shared arguments and a thicker participatory
storyline. Meanwhile, some other discourse coalitions share only a few statements and thus have a
thinner storyline.
The connections also show the connections between discourse coalitions. Firstly, participatory storylines
of discourse coalitions of protesting citizens are similar to but less thick than protesting organizations.
Similarly, the storylines of NGOs, LTO and proposing citizens are similar to municipalities. The
similarities mainly regard the ‘problem and solution’ element of their participatory storyline: the
respective sets of discourse coalitions agree on what energy types should or should not be used for the
energy transition. The discourse coalitions that are situated at the boundaries of the network show fewer
ideas regarding the ‘process’ element. This could be explained by the absence of these stakeholders in
the local participatory procedures.
When looking at the stakeholder categorization, municipalities and protesting organizations were either
so-called core or direct stakeholders in all processes. The closer to the core these stakeholders are, the
more substantive their storyline seems to be. The discourse coalitions with thinner participatory
storylines are made up of direct or indirect stakeholders, presenting more distance to the participatory
procedure.
Notably, the network also shows that the two discourse coalitions with the most substantive participatory
storylines – those existing of the protesting organizations and the municipalities – share similarities.
While they have different ideas regarding the problem, solution and process, they share basic ideas.
The similarities seem unexpected because overall these participatory storylines do not coincide.
However, the fact that they are both more intricately involved in participation gives a broader playing
field of statements and notions on which they potentially match.

6.1.3 Co-occurrence between discourse coalitions: productive and destructive effects
When zooming in on the participatory storylines of the discourse coalitions, the co-occurrence between
these discourse coalitions could be assessed.
An important characteristic of the discourse coalitions and their co-occurrence is that most conflict
between the participatory storylines could be identified on both the problem and the process element of
the participatory storyline. In the problem element, all discourse coalitions agreed to the necessity of
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some type of energy transition, but some stakeholders argued in favor of only wind turbines and solar
power, while others argued against them. Interestingly, these two elements were interconnected:
stakeholders that argued against wind turbines also indicated that they had not been included in the
selection of search areas and specific projects. Not feeling included in these steps made them hesitant
about the proposed projects. It is essential to face the clash regarding the process as well as the clash
regarding the problem. The former enables the ground rules for discussing the latter. If stakeholders feel
like others cheated, it problematizes the proceedings.
Literature shows that conflict on multiple elements can be strategic behavior if participatory storylines
clash. The three possible levels of co-occurrence – clashing, loosely coinciding and fully coinciding –
may have destructive or productive effects.
Firstly, clashing participatory storylines prevail when the participatory storylines have conflicting
notions about the participatory storyline elements. The result of conflicting participatory storylines is
that stakeholders are challenged to reframe their participatory storyline in line with the participatory
procedures as created by the facilitators. This can result in competition in which ‘strategic rather than
communicative behavior’ is provoked (Hendriks, 2005).
In the case of RES West-Overijssel, discourse coalition 2 clashes most with discourse coalition 4 and
the participatory storyline of discourse coalition 2 shows both possibilities: when RDB was involved in
participation in a wind turbine project in Hardenberg, the organization problematized the framework of
participation, specifically the focus on wind turbines instead of alternatives. Alternatives however were
not feasible with the municipal offer that Hardenberg had communicated to the region. RDB also
criticized this offer and the process towards the offer. This could be strategic behavior, creating clashes
on the process element as well as the problem element to challenge the participatory procedures.
Secondly, participatory storylines can loosely coincide. In this case, there is some support but also
reluctance, and the result can be multiple and incompatible policy recommendations and deliberations
that are ‘estranged from the broader policy discourse and decision-making framework’ (Hendriks,
2005). In this study, the policy implementation is not yet clear and therefore similar results cannot be
identified. However, key stakeholders do propose incompatible solutions to the problem: while one
group of stakeholders promotes the acceptance of alternatives and opens up the discussion to more
innovative ideas, the group of municipality stakeholders still sticks to wind turbines and solar energy.
Lastly, participatory procedures can coincide with storylines. In this case, the storylines are endorsed
and exchange between this discourse coalition and other participants is possible without resistance
against the participatory procedure (Hendriks, 2005). Higher degrees of co-occurrence were reached
between discourse coalitions 1 and 2, and 4 and 5, and these coalitions do seem to have more interaction
among each other: to illustrate, one councilor from coalition 4 told about positive contact with citizens
from coalition 5 and about changes made to the process due to these constructive conversations. The
result of such coinciding storylines is a strengthening of the mutual participatory storylines in
participation. Municipalities feel strengthened in their choices by positive citizens; protesting
organizations feel strengthened by opposing citizens.
This research shows similar outcomes as Hendriks (2005). The conception that the participation is more
productive if they are aligned with participatory storylines cannot be confirmed, because the outcome
of the participatory procedures in RES West-Overijssel cannot be researched yet. However, during the
process clashes between the participatory procedure and participatory storylines have shown to be
counterproductive.
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6.1.4 Creating common ground
As was said, there is common ground between the municipalities and protesting organizations.
Protesting organizations are primarily against wind turbines and are also dissatisfied with the
participation process. In the clash that results the strategic rather than communicative behavior that
Hendriks (2005) describes may prevail. This would mean that protesting organizations engage in
discussions regarding the process willfully to further problematize disagreement on the solution.
Meanwhile, multiple protesting organizations have acknowledged that they can accept wind turbines if
they are to be involved in the entire process – even steps that have already been finished without them.
For facilitators, it may be possible to create a participatory process that fits the participatory storyline of
protesting organizations to smoothen the process element and primarily focus on the problem and
solution element.

6.1.5 Changes in participatory storylines: potential influencing and boundary work
Next, changes in the participatory storylines were investigated. These outcomes can be related to the
DDC approach (Metze & Dodge, 2016). Whereas Metze and Dodge (2016) present four types of
boundary work – bridging and demarcating without and between discourse coalitions – this research
displayed examples of three out of four types, excluding demarcation within discourse coalitions only.
Three out of four types of boundary work could be identified within this research, which could indicate
the usage of boundary work by discourse coalitions. Both within and between discourse coalitions such
boundary work could result in changes in participatory storylines. In some cases, this bridged the gap
between coalitions, like the increased focus on local ownership in the discourse coalition of
municipalities. However, the opposite could also be true: changes to further polarize the discourse
coalitions. No causalities due to boundary work can be assumed as it was not researched. Further
research using the DDC approach is therefore suggested, as is discussed in section 6.3.

6.1.6 Recommendations for co-occurrence: the wish-element of participatory storylines
Lastly, stakeholders’ recommendations for more co-occurrence between discourse coalitions were
presented. The recommendations differed from communicating expectations and the framework of
possible solutions to changing the framework of possible solutions. These different recommendations
and the extent to which they are framed by the participatory storylines indicate the discursiveness of the
recommendations. In this sense, the recommendations given can be seen as another element of the
participatory storyline.
When looking at the different recommendations, discourse coalitions agree to some, like more focus on
local ownership. However, the most pervasive clash is illustrated in the recommendations as well: the
participation framework with set preconditions and a limited set of choices versus waiving the
framework and instead including stakeholders into earlier steps of the process and including alternatives
to wind and solar energy into possible solutions.
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6.2 Evaluating the results
The next step is to evaluate this research and the results. This section will focus on the reliability and
validity of the research, as well as the limitations.

6.2.1 Validity and limitations of the research
The validity of the research is comprised of reliability, measurement validity, internal validity and
external validity.
First of all, the reliability of this research was established by the clear framework that was defined at the
beginning: the identification of four specific participatory storyline elements to be investigated in three
specific cases. The analysis with a focus on only those four elements set up the possibility of working
reliably, measuring what should be measured. The discursive notions, however, that make up
participatory storylines in documents and also in interviews were often combined with other
information, anecdotes, experiences and opinions. Thus, while this framework mostly resulted in
reliable results, the input of stakeholders was sometimes less targeted, making the categorization less
structured. Using a coding tool that also provided statistical analysis improved reliability: fewer steps
of the analysis are based on the researcher’s interpretation of the results.
Secondly, the framework also resulted in measurement validity. The framework helped to measure what
had to be measured, because of the clear identification of the needed information. While it was possible
to create participatory storylines from the data that was collected, there are stakeholders
underrepresented in the research. For local economy stakeholders, few documents could be found and
they did not partake in interviews – mostly claiming that they did not have strong opinions on the subject.
This reduces measurement validity, as not all stakeholders could be categorized in discourse coalitions,
potentially also missing participatory storylines.
Next, internal validity reflects the trustworthiness of the research. Firstly, the internal validity of this
research was susceptible to maturation. When interviews were held, many stakeholders had already
participated in the RES procedures. Therefore, their participatory storylines had potentially been subject
to boundary work and were influenced or changed in any way. By including these later experiences and
changes of discourse as a part of participatory storylines, this was not necessarily a disadvantage in the
end. There is also a bias in interview participants: these were most likely the stakeholders that were very
opinionated about the problem at hand. Those stakeholders are probably overrepresented in results,
whereas moderate stakeholders are underrepresented. The opinionated stakeholders are the podium for
the biggest clash, so for the final analyses, the needed results are available.
Finally, external validity varies among the results. For the participatory storyline analysis, the external
validity may be low. As the theory of participatory storylines focuses on the discursive understanding
of specific stakeholders, generalization is not a direct objective. Similar stakeholders in other
municipalities and especially other RES regions might have different participatory storylines.
Nonetheless, the recommendations that have been provided in chapter 5 may be generalizable to
different locations and different times. The regional energy strategy and RES regions are a new process
for all municipalities in The Netherlands and so RES participation is as well.
All in all, while the generalizability is low, the theoretical framework and used methods have supported
the reliability and measurement validity. Perhaps not all participatory storylines were identified,
reducing internal validity regarding that element of the analysis. The recommendations however reflect
the main concerns of stakeholders that are most vocal about the subject.
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6.3 Implications and suggestions
This research has presented and analyzed existing struggles of RES participation on a municipal level.
The results have implications for this process and suggestions are proposed for further research.

6.3.1 Implications: continuous clashes in the participatory procedures
The results of this research show that potential clashes between stakeholders are not only due to their
disagreement on the problem subject level but a broader set of participatory storyline aspects, mostly
problem, process and decision-making. If the current situation remains the same, struggles among
discourse coalitions may remain, resulting in reduced societal support, which may even affect the
decision-making of the council.
The participatory procedures may therefore be problematic on multiple levels. The facilitator – in current
cases the municipality –first of all, does not communicate its decisions clearly, establishing an unclear
framework of choices already made and choices up for deliberation. For the choices up for deliberation,
the options and considerations are also unclear for participants. If stakeholders show discontent with
these earlier processes or made decisions, that may result in clashes in a later stage, which makes it
difficult to create policy recommendations, let alone broad-based decisions.
These clashes are particularly needless knowing that common ground is possible between the most
significantly clashing discourse coalitions: the protesting organizations and municipalities.

6.3.2 Suggestions: the DDC approach, longitudinal research and local ownership
More research can be done to deepen the theoretical understanding of participation in the Dutch regional
energy transition and specifically the RES West-Overijssel.
While the results of this research give first insights into the boundary work of dynamic discourse
coalitions, further analyses could be done to create a more thorough understanding. Discourse coalitions
are identified but could be queried further about their activities regarding bridging and demarcating
within and among discourse coalitions. Especially within coalitions, no specific insights were created
about their interactions and the results of these interactions on the potential productivity of the
participation.
Furthermore, similar research during a later stage of the process may give additional insights. In most
municipalities, the project development is just starting and search areas may be identified but no specific
ideas have been formulated. The progression of participatory storylines, which may adjust when the
problem at hand specifies towards a specific project area, may show more effects of consensual
influences and perhaps adjusted stakes and stakeholders.
Lastly, the results show clashes in participatory storylines regarding problem solutions and the process.
However, another recurring subject is the role of local ownership within the RES West-Overijssel and
municipal offers. Stakeholders that have touched upon this topic have suggested that local ownership
should play a bigger role in the solution and for some also in the process. Taskforce Local Energy
Initiatives and NGO Natuur & Milieu West-Overijssel also mentioned that the ideas among
municipalities regarding local ownership differ. Additional discursive research into the role of local
ownership in the solution of the energy transition could therefore also be interesting. As local ownership
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should in RES West-Overijssel make up fifty percent of the offers and it only makes up a third currently,
such research could give insights into this problem.
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Chapter 7 – Conclusion
At first glance, participation in the RES may seem like a one-versus-one battle between proponents and
opponents to the installation of large wind turbines and solar panel fields. This research, however, has
shown that interaction between stakeholders and their participatory storylines is more nuanced: there is
more to be negotiated throughout the different elements of the participatory storylines than one would
think.
The challenge at hand is complex: RES West-Overijssel got the assignment to generate a set amount of
renewable electricity in 2030, while also enabling societal support and legitimacy by involving
stakeholders through participation. The outcome was set, the pathway was to be decided. This
contradictory situation was the setting for the cases that were researched in this thesis to answer the
question: “How do participatory storylines in the RES process in municipalities Deventer, Hardenberg
and Olst-Wijhe in region West-Overijssel coincide?”. As this interaction of coinciding or clashing may
have productive and destructive abilities on the participatory procedures, this research has direct
relevance to the extent to which participatory goals were attained.
Five discourse coalitions with five participatory storylines were identified: (1) protesting organizations
with an overarching theme: “old wine in new bottles”; (2) opposing citizens with the theme: “no
substantial discussion is possible”; (3) local energy initiatives wanting “local ownership as
participation”; (4) municipalities stating “the challenge is already decided upon; the question is how”;
and (5) supporting stakeholders (positive citizens, NGOs, energy project executive and LTO) believing
that “the energy challenge needs firm actions”.
The discourse coalitions of protesting organizations and municipalities have the most substantive
participatory storylines, including multiple statements regarding all participatory storyline elements. On
the other hand, discourse coalitions of opposing citizens, local energy initiatives and of supporting
stakeholders have thinner participatory storylines. These discourse coalitions are less directly involved
in municipal participation at this point and their participatory storylines seem to reflect this, insofar that
fewer statements are made regarding the process. The participatory storyline of opposing citizens
coincides most with protesting organizations, and that of supporting stakeholders coincides with the
municipalities.
Most protesting groups and other wind turbine opposing stakeholders significantly clashed with the
discourse coalition made up of municipalities. They disagree about the solution primarily. However,
they also problematize the municipal offer that the council has agreed upon because that offer is so large
that it only allows for wind turbines and solar energy. This can be interpreted as the productive rather
than communicative behavior that may follow from clashing participatory storylines. This discussion
about the offer also directly relates to the clash that appeared regarding the process: protesting
organizations were dissatisfied with the decisions already made and their exclusion during those steps.
These protesting discourse coalitions did state that they were willing to find common ground. While the
proposed solution of wind turbines would still not be their preferred solution, these stakeholders are
willing to be part of the process nonetheless, provided that they were included in the entire process. If
wind turbines do come, they want to be constructive and get involved in the best possible
implementation. When participatory storylines are deconstructed, a clash is revealed regarding both
problem and process. If the process would be more inclusive, however, they state that they would be
more willing to be flexible. Writing them off directly creates the risk of throwing out the baby with the
bathwater.
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However, participatory storylines are not set in stone. Most significant changes in participatory
storylines were exhibited by municipalities. Stakeholders in this discourse coalition have in certain
instances adjusted the procedures. This entails the installation of project-specific advisory groups, as
have already been implemented in Hardenberg and are part of the policy for Olst-Wijhe. Only recently,
municipality Deventer has agreed to canceling the specific project that was described in this thesis and
taking a step back to include stakeholders in earlier stages (Ubels, 2021) – exactly like protest group
Deventer Wint has requested.
The initial recommendations that different stakeholders gave towards future steps of participation in the
RES all aim to increase co-occurrence. Opposing stakeholders suggest alternative solutions and would
want the participatory procedures to be open to such solutions. Municipalities want to communicate the
process framework clearer so that stakeholders cannot say that the process does not meet expectations.
The recommendations unsurprisingly hint towards the participatory storylines of the stakeholders that
made them: stakeholders would ideally have the other participatory storylines coincide with theirs.
Most stakeholders, certainly opposing stakeholders, hold ideas not only about the problem and solution
but also about the process, hence the participatory storylines. The municipal RES policies should
consider this. While the concrete implementation is context-specific, this requires at least three things.
First, taking time to assess societal critiques regarding the current process. Secondly, potentially taking
a step back to reiterate the made choices. Thirdly, designing the participatory procedures in line with
process expectations of other stakeholders. As it will be nearly impossible to adopt these stakeholders’
ideas regarding the alternative solutions due to the size of the nationally determined challenge, it is
important to seek common ground in the process. This does not mean that everything has to change.
Even if not all participatory storyline elements of all stakeholders can be met in a participatory
procedure, municipalities should opt to create policies that are more aligned with some of the demands
of stakeholders.
Every game needs a rulebook and every player needs to know and understand this rulebook. In the case
of the RES, the rules are still being developed and players should get involved in this. In the end, only
by creating fair rules, the game can be played and won.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – interview guide (in Dutch)
Intro
Dank u wel voor het deelnemen aan dit onderzoek en de tijd nemen voor dit interview. Als het goed is heeft u een
informatiebrief ontvangen. Klopt dat? Heeft u hier nog vragen over?
Topics aangeven
Dit gesprek zal gaan over uw ervaringen met *naam participatieproces* binnen de regionale energiestrategie in
West-Overijssel. Ik zal vragen stellen over het beleidsprobleem, de deelnemers, het proces zelf en de
besluitvormingsprocedure. Ik zal hierbij vragen naar de mening en ervaring van de organisatie die u
vertegenwoordigt.
Uitleg doel onderzoek
Deze interviews worden bij de verschillende belanghebbenden en de organisatoren van *naam
participatieproces* gehouden. Met hun en uw uitspraken bekijken we of de gekozen vorm van participatie past
bij de bestaande ideeën van belanghebbenden over het probleem, deelnemers, het proces en de
besluitvormingsprocedure.
Aangeven dat de gegevens anoniem en vertrouwelijk worden verwerkt
Bij het uitwerken van de gegevens wordt uw naam niet genoemd. Zo kan niemand straks in het onderzoeksverslag
achterhalen wat u precies hebt gezegd. De dingen die u ons vertelt zullen alleen voor dit project worden gebruikt
en zijn dus niet herleidbaar tot personen.
Als de respondent wil stoppen
Als u tijdens het interview besluit dat u niet meer verder wilt, dan kunt u dat aangeven. Wij stoppen dan met het
interview.
Duur interview
Het interview duurt ongeveer twintig tot dertig minuten. Of we stoppen eerder als we uitgesproken zijn of als u
eerder wil stoppen.
Vertellen dat het gesprek wordt opgenomen
Ik neem het gesprek op. Dit zorgt ervoor dat ik nu niet veel hoef op te schrijven, maar dat ik naar u kan luisteren.
Ons gesprek zal later worden uitgeschreven. Vanuit de wet is voorschreven dat ik u toestemming moet vragen als
ik gebruikmaak van een opname. Daarom vraag ik u zo meteen of u toestemming geeft dat dit gesprek zal worden
opgenomen.
*OPNEMEN AANZETTEN*
Vindt u het goed dat dit gesprek wordt opgenomen?
Introductie
-

Kunt u kort toelichten wat uw functie is binnen *naam stakeholder*?

-

Heeft u zelf namens *naam stakeholder* ervaring met *naam participatieproces*?

Hoofdvragen
-

Wie zijn volgens *naam stakeholder* de belanghebbende partijen voor *naam participatieproces*
binnen de regionale energiestrategie in West-Overijssel?
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-

Hoe hebben de verschillende belanghebbende partijen deelgenomen aan participatie?

-

Hoe definieert *naam stakeholder* het probleem dat behandelt wordt in het participatieproces?

-

Welke rol vindt *naam stakeholder* dat verschillende deelnemers zouden moeten hebben binnen de
participatie?

-

Hoe vindt *naam stakeholder* dat de beslissingen binnen de participatie moeten worden genomen?

-

Is de mening van *naam stakeholder* veranderd sinds voor de participatie?

-

Zo ja: waarin is de mening veranderd? En waarom is de mening veranderd?

Afsluiting interview
-

Wilt u nog iets toevoegen aan dit gesprek?

-

Zijn er nog dingen die niet aan bod zijn gekomen in dit gesprek maar die u wel belangrijk vindt om nog
te noemen?

-

Wat vond u van het interview?

Bedanken voor interview
Ik wil u graag bedanken voor de tijd en deelname aan dit gesprek. Ik hoop dat u het gevoel hebt dat u uw verhaal
hebt kunnen vertellen.
Eventueel contact
Als u nog vragen hebt, kunt u contact met mij opnemen. Mijn contactgegevens kunt u vinden op het
toestemmingsformulier dat u hebt ingevuld.
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Appendix 2 – List of interviews
Stakeholder
Deventer Wint
Guido Bakema

Jan ten Kate

Marcel Blind

Leander Broere
Peter Hermans
Robert Ekkelenkamp

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

Position
Board member protesting
organization Deventer Wint
Board member local energy
initiative Deventer Energie
Cooperatie and member task force
local energy initiatives RES WestOverijssel
Councilor Hardenberg (local
infrastructure, sustainability and
energy, environment and climate)
Councilor Olst-Wijhe
(sustainability, spatial design,
mobility, communication and
participation)
Project leader Energy Natuur &
Milieu Overijssel
Municipal employee Hardenberg
(policy maker sustainability)
Project developer wind turbine
project Hardenberg (Sibculo,
Kloosterhaar, Bergentheim)
Board member protesting
organization Realistisch
Duurzaam Bergentheim

Date
22-04-2021
02-04-2021

07-04-2021

06-04-2021

16-04-2021
01-04-2021
01-04-2021

22-03-2021
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Appendix 3 – List of documents
Category
News articles

Document
Windmolens langs A1 bij Deventer: besluitvorming
uitgesteld tot na lockdown: ‘Goed nieuws voor
Colmschate

Source
Algemeen Dagblad

Wethouder gaat ondanks tegenwind voor Deventer
windmolens en meer: ‘Het vraagt offers’

Algemeent Dagblad

Commotie over Deventer windmolens: 'Ruim drie keer Tubantia.nl
de Lebuïnus, willen we dat echt?'
Colmschate vreest 225 meter hoge windmolens in
'achtertuin': 'Zó gaat het eruitzien, dit kan niet'

De Stentor

Hoe het online stormt over windmolens in Deventer:
‘Het voelt gewoon niet goed’

Algemeen Dagblad

Honderd inwoners tellende groep keert zich tegen
gemeente vanwege plan voor windmolens bij Sibculo:
'Verspilling van twee jaar overleg'

Algemeen Dagblad

De wethouder, de windmolens, de worsteling
De Stentor
Wethouder: ‘Heel hoge windmolens in Olst-Wijhe niet De Stentor
realistisch’

Stakeholder
websites

Bezwaren tegen komst windmolens Olst-Wijhe zijn en
blijven fors

Sallandia

Burgers Olst-Wijhe massaal in geweer tegen hoge
windmolens

De Stentor

Windmolen-discussie Bergentheim op scherp: ,,Geen
twintig stuks in de achtertuin!’’

Eindhovens Dagblad

Inwoners roeren zich vanwege windmolens
De Twentsche Courant Tubantia
Notitie DeventerWint
Website Deventer Wint
"Brief wethouder en college B&W, Onderwerp: reactie Website Deventer Wint
gevraagd op handreiking en vragen bewoners
Colmschate e.o. inzake de windverkenning"
Brief wethouder en college, Betreft: Participatie
bijeenkomst 18 januari 2021 Windturbines

Website Deventer Wint

Brief wethouder en college, 19 feb 2021
Windenergie tussen Bergentheim, Kloosterhaar en
Sibculo

Website Deventer Wint
Website municipality Hardenberg

De opgave voor het gebied Bergentheim-Kloosterhaar

Website municipality Hardenberg

RDB brief aan de Gemeenteraad en het College van
B&W

Website Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

De regionale energiestrategie (RES): wat, wie,
waar(om) en hoe

Website municipality Olst-Wijhe

Hoe geeft de gemeente Olst-Wijhe vorm aan de
energietransitie?

Website municipality Olst-Wijhe
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West-Overijssel wil in 2030 de helft van het
elektraverbruik duurzaam opwekken

Website municipality Olst-Wijhe

Veelgestelde vragen
Bijeenkomst Zonnepark Elshof
Info

Website municipality Olst-Wijhe
Website Zonnepark Elshof
Website Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim
Website Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim
Website province Overijssel
Website waterschap Drents Overijsselse
Delta

Over ons
Energiesysteem van de toekomst
West-Overijssel werkt samen aan de energietransitie
Doel van lokaal eigendom in energieprojecten weinig
concreet

Website stuurgroep RES WestOverijssel

Basisdocument over Energie-infrastructuur
Transportschaarste en de energiestrategie
Energietransitie
Netbeheerders presenteren investeringsplannen nieuwe
stijl

Website Netbeheerder Enexis
Website Netbeheerder Enexis
Website Netbeheerder Coteq
Website Netbeheerder Rendo

Advies van de Lokaal Energie Initiatieven in West
Overijssel aan RES West Overijssel

Website RES West-Overijssel

Groene organisaties pleiten voor groene
ontwerpprincipes in de Regionale Energiestrategie

Website NMO

"De agrarische belangenbehartigers in regio Oost1 zijn Website LTO
voorstander van duurzame energie: een brede
maatschappelijke opgave, waar we als land- en
tuinbouw graag aan bijdragen."
Policies

Social media
Perspective
documents
(‘zienswijzes’)

Deventer Energiebeleid
Energieplan Deventer
Regionale Energiestrategie West-Overijssel
Meerjarenplan Duurzaam Hardenberg
Duurzame Energieopwekking Hardenberg
Facebook Realistisch Duurzaam Bergentheim
Zienswijze focusgebieden Deventer
Inspraakmoment Plaatselijk Belang Kloosterhaar

Website municipality Deventer
Website municipality Deventer
Website RES West-Overijssel
Website municipality Hardenberg
Website municipality Hardenberg
Facebook
Website municipality Deventer
Website municipality Hardenberg

Toelichting ingediende zienswijze n.a.v. energievisie
gemeente 1

Website Vereniging Duurzaam Leefbaar
Olst-Wijhe

Toelichting ingediende zienswijze n.a.v. energievisie
gemeente 2

Website Vereniging Duurzaam Leefbaar
Olst-Wijhe

Toelichting ingediende zienswijze n.a.v. energievisie
gemeente 3

Website Vereniging Duurzaam Leefbaar
Olst-Wijhe

Toelichting ingediende zienswijze n.a.v. energievisie
gemeente 4

Website Vereniging Duurzaam Leefbaar
Olst-Wijhe

Toelichting ingediende zienswijze n.a.v. energievisie
gemeente 5

Website Vereniging Duurzaam Leefbaar
Olst-Wijhe

Zienswijze RES Olst-Wijhe

Website municipality Olst-Wijhe
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Appendix 4 – Event list with all coded statements
Document title
Regionale
Energiestrategie WestOverijssel
Regionale
Energiestrategie WestOverijssel
Meerjarenplan Duurzaam
Hardenberg
Inwoners roeren zicht
vanwege windmolens
Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim, personal
communication, 22-032021
De regionale
energiestrategie (RES):
wat, wie, waar(om) en
hoe
De regionale
energiestrategie (RES):
wat, wie, waar(om) en
hoe
Veelgestelde vragen

Text
Iedereen krijgt … te verbeteren.

Organization
Municipality Hardenberg

Concept
The energy transition
is necessary

Ons landschap … en moeilijk.

Municipality Hardenberg

Citizens are unwilling
to change

'In de … en overstromingen).

Municipality Hardenberg

Uit de .. er komen”
Wij hebben … van maken.

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim
Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

The energy transition
is necessary
Alternatives should be
investigated
The energy transition
is necessary

'Onze aarde … de energietransitie.

Municipality Olst-Wijhe

The energy transition
is necessary

Tegelijkertijd levert … energie
besparen.

Municipality Olst-Wijhe

(Re)distribution of
costs and benefits is
important

De energietransitie … na ons.

Municipality Hardenberg

Info VDLOW

'Voor veel … gestelde
klimaatdoelen
Maar dat … terecht grote zorgen.

VDLOW

Interview councilor OlstWijhe
Geanonimiseerde
zienswijze Olst-Wijhe
Geanonimiseerde
zienswijze Olst-Wijhe

Blijkt dat … iets moet.

Citizens Olst-Wijhe proponents
Citizens Olst-Wijhe proponents
Citizens Olst-Wijhe proponents

Geanonimiseerde
zienswijze Olst-Wijhe

Wij zijn … moeten dragen.

Citizens Olst-Wijhe proponents

Geanonimiseerde
zienswijze Olst-Wijhe

Dit zal … het realiseren

Citizens Olst-Wijhe proponents

Interview Deventer Wint

We begrijpen … moet
plaatsvinden.
De agrarische … landelijk
gebied

Deventer Wint

The energy transition
is necessary
The energy transition
is necessary
Wind turbines are not
an optimal energy
source
The energy transition
is necessary
The energy transition
is necessary
Wind turbines should
be placed, the question
is where
Most citizens were
satisfied with the
participation process
Most citizens were
satisfied with the
participation process
The energy transition
is necessary
The energy transition
is necessary

Samen met … uit wind.

LTO

Wind turbines should
be placed, the question
is where

Bij grootschalige … goede
beweging.

NGOs

Wind turbines should
be placed, the question
is where

Info VDLOW

Standpunt agrarische
belangenbehartigers RES Regio West
Overijssel
Standpunt agrarische
belangenbehartigers RES Regio West
Overijssel
Betreft
Hoofdlijnenakkoord
Adviesgroep RES WestOverijssel

Om de … in 2030.
Om dit … te halen.

VDLOW

LTO
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Betreft
Hoofdlijnenakkoord
Adviesgroep RES WestOverijssel
Betreft
Hoofdlijnenakkoord
Adviesgroep RES WestOverijssel
Betreft
Hoofdlijnenakkoord
Adviesgroep RES WestOverijssel
Betreft
Hoofdlijnenakkoord
Adviesgroep RES WestOverijssel
Betreft
Hoofdlijnenakkoord
Adviesgroep RES WestOverijssel
Notitie Deventer Wint

Windenergie heeft … constantere
stroomvoorziening.

NGOs

Wind turbines should
be placed, the question
is where

Een belangrijk … de gemeenschap. NGOs

(Re)distribution of
costs and benefits is
important

Het is … kunnen spelen.

NGOs

(Re)distribution of
costs and benefits is
important

Graag zien … lokaal eigendom.

NGOs

(Re)distribution of
costs and benefits is
important

Wij hopen … te halen.

NGOs

The energy transition
is necessary

DeventerWint is … leefomgeving
zijn.
Volkers: ,,We … mee”.

Deventer Wint

The energy transition
is necessary
Wind turbines are not
an optimal energy
source

'Vertrekpunt is … windmolens
bent.

Deventer Wint

Wind turbines are not
an optimal energy
source

Ook zullen … windenergie
plannen.

Deventer Wint

Alternatives should be
investigated

'Deventer denkt … zien zijn.

Citizens Deventer opponents

Wind turbines are not
an optimal energy
source

Met het … ziekmakend zijn.

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim, personal
communication, 22-032021
Interview project leader
Hardenberg

En iedereen … windluw gebied.

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

Wind turbines are not
an optimal energy
source
Wind turbines are not
an optimal energy
source

Mensen maken … flora, fauna.

Citizens Hardenberg opponents

Burgers Olst-Wijhe
massaal in geweer tegen
hoge windmolens
Toelichting ingediende
zienswijze n.a.v.
energievisie gemeente 5
Zienswijze Olst-Wijhe

Genoemde argumenten … en dier.

VDLOW

Een gezonde … belangrijke
verantwoordelijkheid.

VDLOW

Het plangebied … mogelijk
gemaakt.

Citizens Olst-Wijhe opponents

Colmschate vreest 225
meter hoge windmolens
in 'achtertuin': 'ZÃ³ gaat
het eruitzien, dit kan niet'
Hoe het online stormt
over windmolens in
Deventer: â€˜Het voelt
gewoon niet goedâ€™
'Brief wethouder en
college B&W,
Onderwerp: reactie
gevraagd op handreiking
en vragen bewoners
Colmschate e.o. inzake de
windverkenning'
Commotie over Deventer
windmolens:'Ruim drie
keer de LebuÃ¯nus,
willen we dat echt?'
RDB Facebook

Deventer Wint

Wind turbines are not
an optimal energy
source
Wind turbines are not
an optimal energy
source
Wind turbines are not
an optimal energy
source
Wind turbines are not
an optimal energy
source
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Interview Deventer WInt
RDB brief aan de
Gemeenteraad en het
Colllege van B&W
Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim, personal
communication, 22-032021
Interview policy
employee Hardenberg
Zienswijze Olst-Wijhe

Werkgroep alternatieven … is
mogelijk?
Maar in … te ontwikkelen.

Deventer Wint
Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

Alternatives should be
investigated
Alternatives should be
investigated

Dus we … naar alternatieven.

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

Alternatives should be
investigated

Ja je … de oplossing.

Municipality Hardenberg

Zeer grote … absurd is.

Alternatives should be
investigated
Alternatives should be
investigated
Wind turbines should
be placed, the question
is where
Wind turbines should
be placed, the question
is where
The participation
process involves too
little local ownership
Wind turbines should
be placed, the question
is where
Wind turbines should
be placed, the question
is where
Wind turbines should
be placed, the question
is where
Wind turbines should
be placed, the question
is where
Citizens are unwilling
to change
Citizens are unwilling
to change
(Re)distribution of
costs and benefits is
important
The energy transition
is necessary
The energy transition
is necessary
(Re)distribution of
costs and benefits is
important
(Re)distribution of
costs and benefits is
important
(Re)distribution of
costs and benefits is
important
Own stakeholder
should participate
(Re)distribution of
costs and benefits is
important

De wethouder, de
windmolens, de
worsteling
De wethouder, de
windmolens, de
worsteling
Interview councilor
Hardenberg

,,We zijn … duidelijk geweest.''

Citizens Olst-Wijhe opponents
Municipality Hardenberg

Hoe passen … Over wind.''

Municipality Hardenberg

En toch … maar op.

Municipality Hardenberg

Interview councilor
Hardenberg

Maar ik … duidelijk zijn.

Municipality Hardenberg

Interview project leader
Hardenberg

De opgave … gerealiseerd zijn.

Project leader wind turbine
project

Wethouder: “Heel hoge
windmolens in OlstWijhe niet realistisch”
Interview councilor OlstWijhe

Uit de … willen kijken.”

Municipality Olst-Wijhe

Toen dachten …
volksvertegenwoordigers voor.

Citizens Olst-Wijhe proponents

Interview councilor OlstWijhe
Interview councilor OlstWijhe
Energieplan Deventer

Iedereen merkt … voor nodig.

Municipality Olst-Wijhe

Alles moet … moeilijk anders.

Municipality Olst-Wijhe

Kunnen we … energieplan
antwoorden.

Municipality Deventer

Energieplan Deventer

Het vormde … 2009-2014
vastgesteld.
Het energieplan … van
klimaatverandering.
De gemeente … moeten blijven.

Municipality Deventer

Interview councilor
Hardenberg

En toch … kunnen komen.

Municipality Hardenberg

Interview Task force LEI

Dus van … willen meedoen.

Task force LEI

Interview Task force LEI

Dus van … willen meedoen.

Interview Task force LEI

Daar hebben … de praktijk.

Local energy initiative
Deventer
Local energy initiative
Deventer

Energieplan Deventer
Deventer Energiebeleid

Municipality Deventer
Municipality Deventer
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Deventer Energiebeleid

Iedereen krijgt … partijen bij.

Municipality Deventer

Energieplan Deventer

We zijn … centrale plek.

Municipality Deventer

Meerjarenplan Duurzaam Duurzaamheid is … dit MJP.
Hardenberg

Municipality Hardenberg

Citizens and
businesses should be
invited to participate
Citizens and
businesses should be
invited to participate
Citizens and
businesses should be
invited to participate
Citizens and
businesses should be
invited to participate
Citizens and
businesses should be
invited to participate

Meerjarenplan
Hardenberg

De gemeente … en
informatieavonden.

Municipality Hardenberg

De regionale
energiestrategie (RES):
wat, wie, waar(om) en
hoe
Zienswijze
hoofdlijnenakkoord RES
West-Overijssel
Interview Task force LEI

Overheden, inwoners … elkaar
nodig.

Municipality Olst-Wijhe

is belangrijk … de gemeenschap.

NGOs

Dus van … willen meedoen.

Task force LEI

Deventer Wint, personal
communication, 22-042021
Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim, personal
communication, 22-032021
Deventer Energiebeleid

Wij willen … te gaan.

Deventer Wint

Dus stel … zeg maar.

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

Own stakeholder
should participate

Daarom zijn … partijen bij.

Municipality Deventer

Interview councilor
Deventer

In 2017 … voor wind.

Municipality Hardenberg

The participation
process starts with a
framework
The participation
process starts with a
framework
The participation
process starts with a
framework
The participation
process starts with a
framework
The participation
process starts with a
framework
The participation
process starts with a
framework
The participation
process starts with a
framework
The framework for
participation is unclear

Meerjarenplan Duurzaam Innovatieve oplossingen …
Hardenberg
onmogelijke opgave.

Municipality Hardenberg

Citizens and
businesses should be
invited to participate
Own stakeholder
should participate
Own stakeholder
should participate

Interview municipality
official Hardenberg

Maar het … je netwerk?

Municipality Hardenberg

Interview councilor
Hardenberg

elke keer … over wind.

Municipality Hardenberg

Interview councilor OlstWijhe

Participatie begint … heeft gesteld. Municipality Olst-Wijhe

Interview councilor OlstWijhe

ja maar … gesteld heeft.

Municipality Olst-Wijhe

Deventer Wint, personal
communication, 22-042021
Deventer Wint, personal
communication, 22-042021
Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim, personal
communication, 22-032021

En wat … we dat?

Deventer Wint

Ze hadden … in november.

Deventer Wint

The framework for
participation is unclear

Ze noemen … anders niet.

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

The framework for
participation is unclear
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Honderd inwoners
tellende groep keert zich
tegen gemeente vanwege
plan voor windmolens bij
Sibculo: 'Verspilling van
twee jaar overleg'
Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim, personal
communication, 22-032021
Interview councilor
Hardenberg
Deventer Wint, personal
communication, 22-042021
Deventer Wint, personal
communication, 22-042021
Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim, personal
communication, 22-032021
RDB brief aan de
Gemeenteraad en het
Colllege van B&W
RDB brief aan de
Gemeenteraad en het
Colllege van B&W
Toelichting ingediende
zienswijze n.a.v.
energievisie gemeente 1
Toelichting ingediende
zienswijze n.a.v.
energievisie gemeente 1
Interview Task force LEI

Die door … er komen.”

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

The framework for
participation is unclear

Het probleem … of niks.

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

The framework for
participation is unclear

Moeten wij … maar wind.

Municipality Hardenberg

laten ons … de A1.

Deventer Wint

Kunnen wij … op krijgen.

Deventer Wint

Dan moet … klopt niet.

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

The framework for
participation is unclear
More steps of the
process should be
open for participation
More steps of the
process should be
open for participation
More steps of the
process should be
open for participation

Tijdens verschillende … het over?

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

We komen … te maken.

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

Het meedenken … is verwerkt.

VDLOW

ik heb … hoogste adviesniveau!

VDLOW

Er zou … te geven.

Task force LEI

Interview Task force LEI

Het nieuwe … is belegd.

Task force LEI

Commotie over Deventer
windmolens:'Ruim drie
keer de LebuÃ¯nus,
willen we dat echt?'
Notitie Deventer Wint

,In heel … lokale politiek”.

Citizens Deventer opponents

“In West-Overijssel … niet
betrekken.

Deventer Wint

Notitie Deventer Wint

Hiervoor is … niet betrekken.

Deventer Wint

Notitie Deventer Wint

We streven … en omwonenden.'

Deventer Wint

Deventer Wint, personal Nou, dus … moeten nemen
Deventer Wint
communication, 22-042021
Honderd inwoners
De sfeer in … volledig verdwenen. Realistisch Duurzaam
tellende groep keert zich
Bergentheim
tegen gemeente vanwege
plan voor windmolens bij

More steps of the
process should be
open for participation
More steps of the
process should be
open for participation
More steps of the
process should be
open for participation
More steps of the
process should be
open for participation
The participation
process involves too
little local ownership
The participation
process involves too
little local ownership
Citizens are not taken
seriously during
participation
Citizens are not taken
seriously during
participation
Participation has been
done by informing
Citizens are not taken
seriously during
participation
Citizens are not taken
seriously during
participation
Citizens are not taken
seriously during
participation
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Sibculo: 'Verspilling van
twee jaar overleg'
RDB brief aan de
'wij, als … heeft voorgehouden.
Gemeenteraad en het
College van B&W
Realistisch Duurzaam
Het allerergste … er niet
Bergentheim, personal
communication, 22-032021
Inspraak PB Kloosterhaar That says … or citizens

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim
Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

Plaatselijk Belang
Kloosterhaar

Citizens are not taken
seriously during
participation
Citizens are not taken
seriously during
participation
Citizens are not taken
seriously during
participation
Citizens are not taken
seriously during
participation
Citizens are not taken
seriously during
participation
Most citizens were
satisfied with the
participation process
Most citizens were
satisfied with the
participation process
Participation has been
done by informing
Participation has been
done by informing
Participation has been
done by informing
Participation has been
done by informing
Participation has been
done by informing

Toelichting ingediende
zienswijze n.a.v.
energievisie gemeente 2
Toelichting ingediende
zienswijze n.a.v.
energievisie gemeente 3
Bezwaren tegen komst
windmolens Olst-Wijhe
zijn en blijven fors
Interview councilor
Hardenberg

Gezondheidsrisico’s schuiven …
Hoezo burgerparticipatie?'

Citizens Olst-Wijhe opponents

“Kijk naar … gedaan is

Citizens Olst-Wijhe opponents

'Er is … aldus Blind.

Municipality Deventer

Energieplan Deventer

we willen … bewoners zelf.

Municipality Deventer

Interview councilor
Hardenberg
Interview project lead
Hardenberg
Notitie Deventer Wint

Als jij … ons bod.

Municipality Hardenberg

En dus … te bieden.
'Vanuit de … te nemen! '

Project leader wind turbine
project
Deventer Wint

Toelichting ingediende
zienswijze n.a.v.
energievisie gemeente 1
L. Broere, personal
communication, 16-042021
Energieplan Deventer

Ik wil … nieuwe zakken!'

VDLOW

Er is … enorme opgave”.

NGOs

Participation has been
done by informing

Brede maatschappelijke … voor
participatie.
Uiteindelijk is … te groot.

Municipality Deventer

Met inwoners … van start.

Municipality Hardenberg

Council needs support
from its citizens
The council makes the
final decision
The council makes the
final decision

Uiteindelijk komt… het gebied.

Municipality Hardenberg

The council makes the
final decision

De gemeenteraad … de
gemeenteraad.
Want dat … dat uitleggen.

Municipality Olst-Wijhe

Het was … over beslissen.

Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

The council makes the
final decision
The council makes the
final decision
The council makes the
final decision

De feitelijke … in inspreken.

Deventer Wint

Energieplan Deventer
Windenergie tussen
Bergentheim,
Kloosterhaar en Sibculo
De opgave voor het
gebied BergentheimKloosterhaar
Veelgestelde vragen OlstWijhe
Interview councilor OlstWijhe
Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim, personal
communication, 22-032021
Interview Deventer Wint

'Dat iedereen … tegen windmolens Municipality Hardenberg

Municipality Deventer

Municipality Olst-Wijhe

The council makes the
final decision
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'Windmolens langs A1 bij
Deventer: besluitvorming
uitgesteld tot na
lockdown: â€˜Goed
nieuws voor Colmschate '
Meerjarenplan Duurzaam
Hardenberg
De wethouder, de
windmolens, de
worsteling
Wethouder: â€˜Heel hoge
windmolens in OlstWijhe niet realistischâ€™
Interview councilor OlstWijhe
Interview councilor
Hardenberg
Interview councilor
Hardenberg

Deventer neemt … proces verder.

Municipality Deventer

Council needs support
from its citizens

Dat kunnen … kunnen pakken.

Municipality Hardenberg

Nee, probeert … Dat schuurt.

Municipality Hardenberg

Council needs support
from its citizens
Council needs support
from its citizens

Het laatste … te komen”.

Municipality Olst-Wijhe

Council needs support
from its citizens

Iedereen merkt … niet redden.

Municipality Olst-Wijhe

En dat … agenda achter

Municipality Hardenberg

En ik … gaan clusteren.

Municipality Hardenberg

Interview councilor
Hardenberg
Interview project lead
Hardenberg
Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim, personal
communication, 22-032021
Inspraak PBK

Maar weet … de raad.

Municipality Hardenberg

Dit is … kunnen nemen.

Project leader wind turbine
project
Realistisch Duurzaam
Bergentheim

Council needs support
from its citizens
Council will use
advice
If the municipality
does not decide, other
governments will do it
for them
Council will use
advice
Council will use
advice
Council will use
advice

Deventer Wint, personal
communication, 22-042021
Deventer Wint, personal
communication, 22-042021
Interview councilor
Hardenberg

Nee, participeren … conclusies uit. Deventer Wint

Interview policy
employee Hardenberg

Wij moesten … de gedachte.

This felt … wind turbines

Plaatselijk Belang
Kloosterhaar

Dat klinkt … te leggen.

Deventer Wint

Mijn boodschap … van overtuigd.

Municipality Hardenberg

Dus eigenlijk … gaan benutten.

Municipality Hardenberg

Council makes
decision without
listening to citizens
Council makes
decision without
listening to citizens
Council makes
decision without
listening to citizens
If the municipality
does not decide, other
governments will do it
for them
If the municipality
does not decide, other
governments will do it
for them
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Appendix 5 – Dendrogram from RStudio
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